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WELCOME
TO UNITEC
Nau mai, haere mai ki
Te Whare Wananga o Wairaka
Thinking about your future study plans is an
exciting time, and there is a lot to consider.
It’s a big decision to study abroad, away from your
loved ones in a different country. Unitec offers some real
points of difference that may make your decision a little
bit easier.
Our International Office are a great team of people who
will support you every step of the way. They offer
programme advice, visa and insurance support and more
to ensure you settle into life at Unitec and to help make
New Zealand and Auckland your new home away
from home.
Unitec programmes also cover a wide range of subjects at
all levels of study, to help you get a great job after you’ve
completed your studies. That’s why 90% of our
programmes include practical work experience. You can
be sure that the skills you learn are relevant, up-to-date
and needed by employers in your chosen career.
And it can open the door to job opportunities before you
even graduate. Just ask any one of the many students
who already enjoy part-time jobs at the IBM and
Concentrix Delivery Centres at our Mt Albert campus.
Whatever you choose to do, we’re here to help you make
the right decision, succeed in your studies, achieve your
goals, and make the most of your experience in
New Zealand.
Nau mai, haere mai! We welcome you to Unitec and to
Auckland with open arms.

DR RICK EDE
Chief Executive

CONNECT
WITH US
www.facebook.com/international.unitec
www.twitter.com/intlunitecnz
www.youtube.com/unitecinternational
@unitecinternational
www.unitec.ac.nz/international
international@unitec.ac.nz
+64 9 815 4302

01.

DISCOVER
A GUIDE TO CHOOSING UNITEC IN AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND
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DICOVER

WIDEN YOUR
HORIZONS MUST DO IN
NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand has an international
reputation as a provider of quality
education. A New Zealand qualification
can be a valuable asset, enhancing your
career prospects both here and
internationally. Employers around the
world respect New Zealand’s education
system for its ability to balance academic
achievements with skills, producing
creative, flexible thinkers who are
competent at both practical and
theoretical levels.
New Zealand is also one of the cleanest and safest
countries in the world. It is ranked fifth in the world for
giving, volunteering and helping according to the recently
published Charity Aid Foundation’s World Giving Index.
New Zealanders are really well connected and when
someone asks for a hand, people are willing to give their
time to help making it a supportive environment for
international students.
Living in New Zealand provides every student a chance
to grow with its multi-cultural society and natural wonders
all at once. New Zealanders are friendly and welcoming
towards international students, making it the ideal
environment for studying.
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THE
KAWARAU
BRIDGE
BUNGY

QUEENSTOWN, SOUTH ISLAND

No visit to New Zealand would
be complete without a stop
at the Kawarau Bridge Bungy
Centre, The World Home of
Bungy Home of the world’s
first and most famous of leaps.

MUST DO’S IN NEW ZEALAND
Bungy Jump in Queenstown
Cruise Milford Sound
Walk the Tongariro Alpine Crossing
Explore the geothermal pools in Rotorua
Go wine tasting on Waiheke Island
Ice walk or heli-hike at the Franz Josef Glacier
Kayak through the Bay of Islands
Punt on the Avon River
Walk through the Hobitton Movie Set
Visit the Waitomo Glowworm Caves
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THINGS AUCKLANDERS LOVE DOING
Lounge at the many beautiful beaches
that we have
Watch free movies in the city at Silo Park
Browse the Auckland Art Gallery

PIHA
BEACH

Watch a musical at the Civic Theatre
Visit the various Farmer’s Markets
around Auckland

WEST COAST, AUCKLAND

Piha is New Zealand’s most
famous surf beach. Situated
on the west coast of Auckland,
this black iron-sand beach has
a reputation for beautiful views
and awesome surf which rolls
in over the Tasman Sea.
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STUDY IN
AUCKLAND
Auckland is one of the few super diverse
cities in the world with more than 200
ethnic groups living here. It is also rated
the third most liveable city in the world,
not just for its huge variety of activities
but for its safety, cleanliness,
infrastructure, welcoming people
and climate.
When you choose to study in Auckland, you get to
experience the perfect mix of a modern cosmopolitan
life that exists in perfect harmony with the outdoorsy
lifestyle here.
There is so much to do when you are in Auckland,
and we encourage our students to go and explore
as much of Auckland as possible while you are here.
From fancy- lit restaurants to BBQs in the park, sipping
coffees to going for the International Film Festival,
we are spoilt for choice with things to do in Auckland.
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LIVING IN
AUCKLAND
ACCOMMODATION: LIVING IN AUCKLAND
If you need a place to live while you study, there are lots of options nearby. You can
rent a room off-campus in a flat or house, live with a New Zealand family in their
home, or stay at Unitec’s on-campus residential accommodation.

ON CAMPUS

AIRPORT TO MT. ALBERT

Unitec has partnered with Campus Living Villages (CLV)
to provide accommodation options for students.
Some accommodation will be on campus and some will be
in nearby suburbs. Please contact CLV direct to enquire
on costs and availability: unitec@clv.co.nz

When you arrive at the Auckland Airport, there are a
several transport services that you can use to get to
Unitec, Mount Albert. You can:

OFF CAMPUS
If you want to live off-campus you could rent an
apartment or house in the local area, or rent a room in
a shared house. Suburbs close to Mt Albert campus
include Mt Albert, Waterview, Point Chevalier and parts
of Avondale. Henderson is the local suburb for Waitakere
campus. Please see www.trademe.co.nz

HOMESTAY
For most international students, living with a local family
in homestay accommodation is a good way to settle in to
a new country. Unitec has partnered with Host families
NZ Ltd. to provide homestay services to students to
experience the New Zealand lifestyle. If you are an
international student under the age of 18, you will be
required to live in homestay accommodation.

HOMESTAY COSTS INCLUDE:
Placement Fee: $280
Admin Fee: $100
Airport Pick- up: $100 (one way)
Weekly Homestay Charge: $275 - $300 per week
You can find more information at:
http://www.unitec.ac.nz/why choose-unitec/
accommodation

Airport Shuttle
You can hire an airport shuttle directly to Mount Albert.
Airbus / Link Bus
Catch the airbus to Auckland City and then catch a link bus
to Mount Albert.
Taxi
You can also hail a taxi straight to where you need to be.
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UNITEC AS
YOUR FIRST
CHOICE
Whatever you’re studying, to make it in the workplace, you need more than a good
understanding of your text books. That’s why work experience and hands-on projects
are a key part of our programmes.

THE ADVANTAGES
OF CHOOSING UNITEC

The largest Institute
of Technology In New
Zealand.

The blended delivery
style teaches you how
to take charge of your
own studies, through
accessing course
materials and building
knowledge through your
own research.

Research at Unitec is
applied, practical and
collaborative.

We teach you the skills
you will need in a job through work placements,
apprenticeships and
the excellent facilities
on campus.

Flexible study- we offer
part-time, full-time,
distance and online
learning options, so you
can fit your studies
around your life.

Unitec is a member
of the International
Association of Universities.
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UNITEC’S
RESEARCH
At Unitec we believe that research is an
integral part of what we do. Our research
is applied, useful and integrated –
providing real value and impact for our
local community, our stakeholders and
our wider industry partners.
We promote research in a number of ways through
multiple publications such as Advance Magazines and
Blogs, Research Bank and ePress to name a few. Research
and innovation at Unitec spans a range of existing and
emerging industries. We are always looking to encourage
and participate in research that contributes to our key
capability areas.

PICTURED LEFT

TONY KOU
AND THE
ROBOCHAIR
PROJECT
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OUR KEY
RESEARCH AREAS

URBAN ECOLOGIES
Planning, development
and management of our
urban environments.

SUSTAINABLE
TECHNOLOGIES
Using innovative techniques
and valuable collaborations
to explore ways of conserving
and creating a sustainable
level of resource use.

KAUPAPA MAORI
Integrating Kaupapa Maori
research across the various
disciplines at Unitec,
involving the collective
philosophy.

CYBERSECURITY
AND I.T.

TEACHING AND
LEARNING

BUILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION

Using software and
hardware to help people
and organisations.

Exploring education
methodologies, innovative
teaching, e-learning and
evaluative tools.

Using new technologies in more
sustainable and environmentally
friendly construction.

HEALTH DELIVERY

NATURAL
ENVIRONMENTS

STRONGER
ORGANISATIONS AND
COMMUNITIES

Researching areas around
our healthcare, with the
aim of bettering the lives of
all New Zealanders.

PACIFIC PEOPLE AND
CULTURE
Researching Pacific people
and their cultures across
the various island nations.

Studying the natural
environment allows us
to understand the world
around us and help future
generations.

CREATIVE INNOVATION
New thinking and different
directions in design and the
visual, performing and screen
arts.

Discovering the best ways
of working, living and
being with other people,
to create productive and
harmonious environments.
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STUDENT SUPPORT
SERVICES UNITEC OFFERS
LEARNING CENTRE (TE PUNA AKO)
We provide learning advice and assistance to Unitec
students at every level of study.

CAREER CENTRE
From study advice to interview preparation, our career
consultants can help you get where you want to be.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
The International Team is a one stop
support centre. The friendly staff are
always available to help you.

ALLY NETWORK

WE OFFER:

Ally is an initiative that aims to create a more inclusive
culture by promoting greater visibility and awareness
of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex
(LGBTI) staff and students and their related issues.
Unitec is the first New Zealand tertiary institution
to utilise this programme.

On-campus consultation for student visa and Post-study
work visa – open.

COUNSELLING

Available to help advise you on your Unitec study options
and will also assess your application for the programme
you have applied for.

Whether you’re worried about study or personal matters,
the Counselling Centre can help you work through issues
affecting your wellbeing and success.

STUDENT HEALTH CARE
The Health Centre at Mt Albert campus offers a
comprehensive medical service for all Unitec students.
Both the doctors and nurses work by appointment.

SPIRITUAL SUPPORT
The Unitec Multi-faith Chaplaincy Services support Unitec
students and staff of all faiths, as well as those of no
particular faith.

VISA SUPPORT

STUDENT ADVISORS

INSURANCE SUPPORT
As an International student you must have Unitecapproved current medical and travel insurance while
you study with us. We have dedicated staff to help you
organise insurance and assist you with claims.

PASTORAL CARE
We have dedicated pastoral support staff who are here to
talk, assist, advise and guide you with any query you may
have. We have a 24/7 support service so you can contact
us if need be.

FREE4U COMPUTING CLASSES
This is a great way to get into computing or develop
your current computing skills. Whether it’s for fun or to
prepare for the workforce, our friendly tutors will help you
learn at your own pace.

OPPORTUNITIES TO STUDY OVERSEAS
You will be able to study and complete part of your
programme overseas and gain an unforgettable life
experience.
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WHERE YOU
CAN FIND US
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

WHERE
Building 48, Mt Albert campus,
Entry 3 off Carrington Road,
Mt Albert, Auckland, New Zealand
HOURS
Monday to Friday: 8.30 a.m - 4.30 p.m
PHONE
+64 9 8154302
EMAIL
international@unitec.ac.nz
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THE UNITEC
EXPERIENCE
ED.COLLECTIVE AT UNITEC
Ed. Collective is a charitable organisation contracted by
Unitec to deliver student services for students. These
services include: Clubs and Sports, Student Advocacy,
Student Media, Student Representation, Student Events
and Activities. Check http://www.unitec.ac.nz/currentstudents/student-life/experience-nz for more
information. You will see them at Orientation giving away
free food or hosting your Welcome Party!
Ed. Collective also run the Experience NZ programme
for Unitec students (http://www.unitec.ac.nz/
current-students/student-life/experience-nz)
which includes activities like, rafting through rapids,
exploring Hobbiton, experiencing a traditional Māori
meal and performance, and sleeping on a house boat
surrounded by 144 islands. Make sure you keep an eye
out for these trips and book early so you don’t miss out!
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PICTURED LEFT

ALEXIS
PREEBLE

Graphic Design and
Animation major, spent a
semester in Colorado.
Find out more:
www.unitec.ac.nz/unijet

STUDY
OVERSEAS
WITH UNITEC
YOUR TICKET TO
LIVE THE DREAM IN
A BIG WIDE WORLD
OF POSSIBILITIES
As a Unitec student, you can complete part of your degree
overseas. Our student exchange and study abroad
programme gives you the opportunity to study in Europe,
Canada, America, South America, Asia or Australia. This is
a tremendous opportunity to broaden your horizons and
see the world,to do something many can only dream about.
Experience life in a new country, learn a new language,
immerse yourself in fresh cultures, explore famous cities
and exciting landscapes. It’s your ticket to amazing places
and life-changing experiences. Imagine how this will look on
your CV! Choosing to study abroad demonstrates
experience, independence and maturity, a refreshing
approach to life.

So what’s holding you back? Apply Now!
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OUR
INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS
Unitec has developed collaborative relationships with institutions from around the
world. These relationships involve mutual interest and concern and take many forms,
such as:
» Staff exchange programmes
» Visiting scholar programmes
» Student exchange programmes
» Cultural exchange programmes
» Co-operative learning programmes
» Collaborative research programmes and projects
» Development and application of educational methods and technologies
» Collaborative and exchange lectures, conferences and seminars
» Short-term training programmes and projects.
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1 ARGENTINA

10 IRELAND

» Universidad Argentina de la Empresa – UADE

»

2 AUSTRALIA

11 ITALY

» RMIT University

»

» Victoria University

University of Limerick

Universita di Firenze

12 JAPAN

3 AUSTRIA

»

Fukuhara Gakuen University

» FH Joanneum University of Applied Sciences

»

Kumamoto Gakuen University

» FH Kufstein Tirol – University of Applied Sciences
» Wien University of Applied Sciences

13 MALAYSIA
»

DeSpark Auto Academy

4 CANADA

»

Institut Megatech

» Humber Institute of Technology
and Advanced Learning

»

Otomotif College – TOC

» Mount Royal College
» University of Guelph

14 MEXICO
»

Tec de Monterrey

» Vancouver Island University

15 NETHERLANDS

5 CHINA

»

» Beijing Dance Academy

16 NORWAY

» Chongqing University of Science and Technology

»

» Communication University of China
» Guangxi Polytechnic of Construction
» Hangzhou Polytechnic
» Hebei Normal University (Huihua College)
» Liaoning University of International
Business and Economics

Han University – Arnhem Business School

Buskerud University College

17 SOUTH KOREA
»

Hallym University

»

Hanbat National University

»

Hansung University

»

Korean Academy of Film Arts

» North China University of Technology

18 SWEDEN

» Qingdao University of Science and Technology

»

Halmstad University

» Shandong Jianzhu (Architecture) University

»

Linnaeus University

» Shandong University of Finance and Economics
» Shanghai Theatre Academy
» Shenyang Jianzhu University
» Sichuan College of Architectural Technology
» Wuhan University

19 SWITZERLAND
»

University of Applied Sciences

»

Northwestern Switzerland

»

Bern University of Applied Sciences

» Xian University

20 UNITED KINGDOM

» Zhongyuan University of Technology

»

Edinburgh College of Art

»

University of Gloucestershire

»

University of Leicester

»

University of Westminster

»

University of Worcester

6 DENMARK
» Designskolen Kolding
» VIA College

7 FINLAND
» Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences

21 UNITED STATES
»

Auburn University

8 GERMANY

»

California State University Monterey Bay

» BITS

»

Florida Gulf Coast University

» Hochschule für Gestaltung, Schwäbisch Gmünd

»

New Mexico State University

» Hochschule Wismar

»

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

» ISM Dortmund

»

University of Central Missouri

» Munich University of Applied Sciences

»

Virginia Polytechnic and State University

9 INDIA

22 VIETNAM

» Centre for Environmental Planning and Tech (CEPT)

»

Foreign Trade University
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USEFUL
INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
www.at.govt.nz
INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
www.ird.govt.nz
IMMIGRATION NEW ZEALAND
www.immigration.govt.nz
EMBASSIES IN NZ
www.mfat.govt.nz/embassies
AUCKLAND VISITOR INFORMATION
www.aucklandnz.com

JOB HUNTING SITES:
SEEK
www.seek.co.nz
TRADE ME
www.trademe.co.nz
SEARCH 4 JOBS
www.search4jobs.co.nz
STUDENT JOB SEARCH
www.sjs.org.nz
UNITEC'S CAREER CENTRE AT MT. ALBERT CAMPUS
www.career.unitec.ac.nz

AUCKLAND AIRPORT
www.aucklandairport.co.nz
AUCKLAND BACKPACKERS
www.aucklandbackpackers.co.nz
RENTAL ACCOMMODATION
www.trademe.co.nz

POPULAR DISCOUNT SITES:
GRABONE
www.grabone.co.nz
GROUPON
www.grouponnz.co.nz
DAILYDO
www. dailydo.co.nz

CINEMAS:
EVENT CINEMAS
www.eventcinemas.co.nz
HOYTS
www.hoyts.co.nz

EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS:
POLICE / FIRE / AMBULANCE
111
UNITEC INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
+64 815 4302
(During office hours: Mon - Fri 8:30am - 4:30pm)
UNITEC SAFETY AND SECURITY OFFICE
+64 367 5616 OR +6421 610 877 (phone or txt)
(After office hours)

02.

STUDY
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT OUR PROGRAMMES

DID YOU KNOW, AN ONLINE
SURVEY TAKEN BY OUR
GRADUATES SHOW THAT:

88%
83%
88%

of our graduates indicated the
programme they’ve graduated
in met their learning needs.
of our graduates felt well
supported by the programme
they graduated in.
of our graduates thought the
teaching in the programme they
graduated in was effective.

All statistics shown throughout the prospectus are derived
from an online survey conducted with 2015 September and
2016 April international graduates.
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STUDY / PROGRAMME INDEX

UNITEC PROGRAMME INDEX

For up-to-date information about programmes check www.intprogrammes.unitec.ac.nz as programmes sometimes change.
PG
NO.

PROGRAMME CODE

DURATION

INTAKE

ANNUAL NZD
TUITION FEES

1 Semester
1 Semester
1 Year
4 - 8 Weeks
1 Semester
1 Semester
1 Semester

Feb/Sept
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
All year
All year
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

7,650
10,200
21,624
450 per week
7,140
7,650
10,200

1 Semester
1 Semester

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

10, 812
10, 200

1 year
1.5 years
1 year

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jun/Nov

23, 562
23, 562
43,700

2 Years
3 Years
1+ Years
1-1.5 Years
1 Year
2 Years
1.5 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

21,420
22,050
19,584
19,992
23,154
23,154
32,000

1 Semester
3 Years
1 Year
1 Year
2 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

10,812
21,624
21,624
23,562
23,562

1 Semester
2 Years

Feb
Feb

10,200
21,624

3 Years

Feb

21,624

1 Year

Feb

21,624

1 Year
2 Years
3 Years
1 year
1 Year
1.5 Years
1.5 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb
Feb
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

20,553
21,624
21,624
21,624
23,562
23,562
23,562

1 Semester
2 Years
3 Years
1 Year
1 Year
2 Years
3 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb

10,812
21,624
21,420
20,145
23,154
23,154
23,562

3 Years
2 Years
1.5-2.5 Years

Feb
Feb
Feb/Jul

21,624
23,562
23,562

BRIDGEPOINT
22
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
27
27
27

LANGUAGE STUDIES
Certificate in Language Teaching (Including CELTA)
Certificate in Liaison Interpreting
Bachelor of Arts (English as an Additional Language) – For Partner Institutions only
Focus on English (Short course)
New Zealand Certificate in English Language (Level 2, 3 and 4)
New Zealand Certificate in English Language (Level 5)
Graduate Certificate in English as an Additional Language
BRIDGING EDUCATION
New Zealand Certificate in Study and Career Preparation (level 3)
Certificate in University Preparation (level 4)

28

APPLIED PRACTICE

28
28
29
29

APPLIED PRACTICE
Postgraduate Diploma in Applied Practice (Generic – Learner Designed Pathway)
Master of Applied Practice (Generic – Learner Designed Pathway)
Master of Applied Practice (Technological Futures )

31

BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATION

31

BUSINESS PRACTICE

32
33
33
33
34
34
34
35
36
37
37
38
38
38

BUSINESS
New Zealand Diploma in Business
Bachelor of Business (Accountancy, Finance, Management, Marketing)
Graduate Diploma in Business (HR, Operations Management, Marketing)
Graduate Diploma in Professional Accounting
Postgraduate Diploma in Business
Master of Business
Master of Applied Practice (Professional Accounting)*
COMMUNICATION
Certificate in Communication and Media Arts
Bachelor of Communication (Event Management, Media Studies, Public Relations)
Graduate Diploma in Event Communication
Postgraduate Diploma In International Communication
Master of International Communication

39

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

40

PERFORMING AND SCREEN ARTS

41
41

42
43
44
44
44
45
45
46
46

Certificate in Music (Introductory)
Diploma in Contemporary Music
Bachelor of Performing and Screen Arts (Acting For Screen and Theatre,
Contemporary Dance, Screen Arts, Product Design and Management)
Graduate Diploma in Creative Practice
DESIGN AND CONTEMPORARY ARTS
Certificate in Design and Visual Arts
Diploma in Applied Interior Design
Bachelor of Creative Enterprise
Postgraduate Certificate in Creative Practice
Postgraduate Diploma in Creative Practice
Master of Creative Practice
Master of Design

47

HIGH TECHNOLOGY

41

47

COMPUTER SCIENCE

48
49
49
49
50
50
50
51

COMPUTING
Certificate in Information Technology
Diploma in Information Technology Support
Bachelor of Computing Systems
Graduate Diploma in Computing
Postgraduate Diploma in Computing
Master of Computing
Doctor of Computing

53

CONSTRUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

53

ARCHITECTURE

54

ARCHITECTURE
Bachelor of Architectural Studies
Master of Architecture (Professional)
Master of Architecture

55
55
55

STUDY / PROGRAMME INDEX
DISCLAIMER
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information is correct at the time of publication, please note that some programmes
are subject to review, final approval and number of enrolment applications. Please check the website at www.unitec.ac.nz to confirm
programme availability and requirements.
PROGRAMME CODE

DURATION

INTAKE

ANNUAL NZD
TUITION FEES

PG
NO.

2 Years
2 Years
2 Years
4 Years
1.5-2.5 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb
Jul
Feb
Feb/Jul

10, 812
21,624
21,624
21,624
23,562

56
57
57
57
58
58

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND SERVICES

59

BUILDING & CARPENTRY
New Zealand Certificate in Carpentry
Bachelor of Applied Technology (Building)

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
New Zealand Certificate in Horticulture Services (Landscape Design)
Diploma in Landscape Design
New Zealand Diploma in Landscape Design
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Master of Landscape Architecture

CONSTRUCTION
New Zealand Diploma in Architectural Technology
New Zealand Diploma in Construction (Construction Management and Quantity
Surveying)
Bachelor of Construction (Construction Economics/Management/Property
Development)
Graduate Diploma in Construction Project Management

1 Year
3 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

20,553
21,624

60
61
61

2 Years

Feb/Jul

21,264

62
63

2 Years

Feb/Jul

21,840

63

3 Years

Feb/Jul

23,100

64

1+ Years

Feb/Jul

22,260

64

ENGINEERING

67

ENGINEERING

67

CIVIL ENGINEERING
New Zealand Diploma in Surveying
New Zealand Diploma in Engineering (Civil)
Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Civil)

2 Years
2 Years
3 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

21,624
21,840
21,420

71

VEHICLE SYSTEMS AND MATERIALS
TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY AND ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
Certificate in Applied Technology (Automotive Engineering/Autotronics)
New Zealand Diploma in Engineering (Electrical)
Bachelor of Applied Technology (Automotive Engineering, Electrotechnology)
Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Electrical)

68
69
69
69

HEALTH AND COMMUNITY

72
73
73
74
74
75

SOCIAL PRACTICE

75

1 Year
2 Years
3 Years
3 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

20, 553
21,840
21,624
21,420

SOCIAL PRACTICE
Certificate in Community Skills
Bachelor of Social Practice (Social Work)

76
77
77
79

1 Semester
4 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

10,812
21,624

SPORT
Diploma in Sport and Fitness Education
Bachelor of Sport (Coaching, Management, Physical Education)
EDUCATION

2 Years
3 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

21,624
21,624

Bachelor of Teaching (Early Childhood Education)
Graduate Diploma in Higher Education
Postgraduate Diploma in Educational Leadership and Management
Master of Educational Leadership and Management

3 Years
1 Year
1 Year
2 Years

Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul
Feb/Jul

21,624
21,624
23,562
23,562

80
81
81
83
84
84
84
85

HEALTH CARE

87

HEALTH
National Certificate in Mental Health and Addiction Support
Nursing in Aotearoa (Overseas Nurses)
Diploma in Enrolled Nursing
Bachelor of Applied Science (Human Biology)
Bachelor of Health Science (Medical Imaging)
Bachelor of Nursing
Bachelor of Health and Social Development (Youth Development, Health Promotion)
Master of Osteopathy

21,264
21,416
21,264
21,200
21,624
21,624
21,624
23,562

88
89
89
89
90
90
90
91
91

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

1 Year
12 Weeks
See website
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
2 Years

Jul
May/Oct
See website
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb/Jul
Feb

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANIMAL SCIENCES

93

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANIMAL SCIENCES

93

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANIMAL SCIENCES
New Zealand Certificate in Animal Care
New Zealand Certificate in Animal Management (Canine Behaviour and Training,
Companion Animals)
New Zealand Certificate in Animal Technology (Veterinary Nursing Assistant)
New Zealand Diploma in Veterinary Nursing
Bachelor Of Applied Science (Animal Management and Welfare, Biodiversity
Management and Science Communication)

1 Semester

Feb/Jul

10,200

94
95

1 Year

Feb

20,553

95

1 Year
1 Year

Feb
Feb

21,624
21,420

95
96

3 Years

Feb/Jul

21,200

96

* NZD 48,000 for entire programme (1.5years)
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STUDY / LANGUAGE STUDIES

LANGUAGE
STUDIES
The Language School offers a variety of language courses to help students improve
their English skills and also train people on how to teach a language. We also offer
liaison interpreting if you want to make a career out of interpreting.
It’s a diverse learning environment with students from many different backgrounds and cultures. It is also home to our
award winning IELTS Test Centre, where English Language students can take the IELTS test right here on campus.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
New Zealand Certificate
in English Language
(Level 2, 3 and 4)

New Zealand Certificate in
English Language
(Level 5)

* For students from partner institutions only

Certificate in Liaison
Interpreting

Certificate in Language
Teaching

Bachelor of Arts
(English as an Additional Language)*

Graduate Certificate in English
as an Additional Language

STUDY / LANGUAGE STUDIES

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATES
IN ENGLISH (NZCEL)
- LEVEL 2, 3, 4 AND 5
» This is an intensive and practical academic English
programme. Students who graduate from this
programme can progress into Unitec’s academic
programmes without taking an IELTS test.
» Each level of study is completed over a 16-week
semester.
» NZCEL levels 2, 3 and 4 have flexible start dates
throughout the year.

» Students can study up to 40 weeks each year, including
Summer School.
» Classes are held Monday to Thursday.
» NZCEL is recognised by New Zealand ITPs.
» Levels 2-5 are taught at the Mt Albert campus;
Levels 2-4 are also available at Waitākere campus.

» We offer free online placement tests to determine
your level of English. An online placement test that will
determine your language level.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

LEVEL OF STUDY

OUTCOME

NZCEL Level 5
Entry: academic IELTS 6.0 (no band < 5.0) or Vital English
online test or Unitec placement test (for student in NZ)

Graduate and Postgraduate Study,
and Bachelors requiring IELTS 6.5

NZCEL Level 4 (Academic)
Entry: academic IELTS 5.0 (no band < 5.0) or Vital English
online test or Unitec placement test at Orientation Day

Diplomas and Bachelors
requiring IELTS 6.0

NZCEL Level 3
Entry: academic IELTS 4.0 (no band < 4.0) or Vital English
online test or Unitec placement test at Orientation Day

Certificates

NZCEL Level 2
Entry: academic IELTS 3.0 (no band < 3.0) or Vital English
online test or Unitec placement test at Orientation Day
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STUDY / LANGUAGE STUDIES

TUITION FEES
AND INTAKE DATES
LEVEL 2, 3 AND 4
NZD 7,140 per semester
NZD 180 enrolment fee (paid once only)

SEMESTER 1A

PROGRAMME
ORIENTATION

CLASSES START/
INTAKE DATES

Tue 21 Feb

27 Feb ‘17 – 30 Jun ‘17

ORIENTATION

Week 1: 27 Feb ‘17

SEMESTER 2A

Tue 18 Jul

Week 2: 6 Mar ‘17

24 Jul ‘17 – 24 Nov ‘17

Week 3: 13 Mar ‘17

2 week break:
14 Apr ‘17 – 28 Apr ‘17

SEMESTER 1B

SEMESTER DATES

Week 4: 20 Mar ‘17
Week 5: 27 Mar ‘17
Wed 26 Apr

1 May ‘17 – 1 Sep ‘17

SEMESTER 2B

Week 2: 8 May ‘17

25 Sep ‘17 – 2 Feb ‘18

Week 3: 15 May ‘17

2 week break:
26 Jun ‘17 – 7 Jul ‘17

Week 4: 22 May ‘17
Week 5: 29 May ‘17

Break:
20 Nov ‘17 – 24 Nov ‘17
Christmas break:
25 Dec ‘17 – 5 Jan ‘18

Week 1: 24 Jul ‘17
Week 2: 31 Jul ‘17
Week 3: 7 Aug ‘17

2 week break:
2 Oct ‘17 – 13 Oct ‘17)

Week 1: 1 May ‘17

CLASSES START/
INTAKE DATES

Week 4: 14 Aug ‘17
Week 5: 21 Aug ‘17
Tue 19 Sep

Week 1: 25 Sep ‘17
Week 2: 2 Oct ‘17
Week 3: 9 Oct ‘17
Week 4: 16 Oct ‘17
Week 5: 24 Oct ‘17

LEVEL 5
NZD 7,650 per semester (16 weeks)
NZD 180 enrolment fee (paid once only)
PROGRAMME ORIENTATION

CLASSES START

SEMESTER DATES

SEMESTER 1

Tue 21 Feb

Mon 27 Feb

27 Feb – 30 Jun

SEMESTER 2

Tue 18 Jul

Mon 24 Jul

24 Jul – 24 Nov

SEMESTER 2 B

Tue 19 Sep

Mon 25 Sep

25 Sep - 2 Feb '18

STUDY / LANGUAGE STUDIES

LANGUAGE STUDIES
PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE IN
LANGUAGE
TEACHING

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

5

45

1 semester

Feb/Jul

This certificate is ideal for
those who are new to language
teaching, as well as those who
have some teaching experience.
While the focus is on teaching
English, the skills you will
learn can be transferred to the
teaching of any language.
You also have the option
to complete the Cambridge
Certificate in English Language
Teaching to Adults (CELTA) as
part of this programme.

CERTIFICATE
IN LIAISON
INTERPRETING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
With this certificate, community
and government agencies can
be sure you have the necessary
knowledge and skills to work
effectively and professionally as
a liaison interpreter in a range of
community settings.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
(ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL
LANGUAGE)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students complete 3 years
of a BA degree at their home
university before transferring to
Unitec to complete 1 year of
full-time study.
For partner institutions only

NZD 7,650
(+ NZD 600 for CELTA)

(INCLUDING CELTA)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

TUITION FEE

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or equivalent
Pre-interview language awareness task
(available on website)
Interview
Knowledge/experience in teaching
Know a second language
Demonstrate awareness of language through a
pre-interview awareness task

> Language teacher in New Zealand or
overseas

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

60

1 semester

Feb/Jul

NZD 10,200

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or equivalent
Interview
Minimum of 4 years of secondary schooling
Evidence of an excellent/native proficiency in a
language other than English

> Liaison interpreter

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.0 (no band <6.0) or equivalent

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Communication media, internet-related,
education, business, interpreting,
translating
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STUDY / LANGUAGE STUDIES

FOCUS ON ENGLISH
(SHORT COURSE)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Study English for a minimum
of 4 weeks with the option
to study up to 8 weeks.
The papers are taken from
the NZCEL qualification.

NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

N/A

N/A

4-8 weeks

All Year

NZD 450 per week

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Placement test (on arrival)
OR Unitec online test (prior to arrival)

LEVEL

CREDITS

2/3/4

60

DURATION

> Study further English at Unitec.

INTAKE

1 semester All Year

TUITION FEE

NZD 7,140

(LEVEL 2, 3 AND 4)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme gives you the
practical and academic English
skills you need to succeed,
further your studies or your
career. You’ll gain a nationally
recognised and credible
qualification issued by the New
Zealand Qualifications Authority
(NZQA) that will make it easier to
transfer between New Zealand
education providers.

NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English level
2: IELTS 3.0 (no band <3.0) or equivalent
3: IELTS 4.0 (no band <4.0) or equivalent
4: IELTS 5.0 (no band <5.0) or equivalent
OR Placement test (on arrival)
OR Unitec online test prior to arrival*

> Study further English at Unitec.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

5

60

1 semester

Feb/July/Sept

NZD 7,650

(LEVEL 5)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The New Zealand Certificate
in English Language programme
gives you the practical and
academic English skills you
need to succeed, further your
studies or your career. You’ll
gain a nationally recognised
and credible qualification
issued by the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority (NZQA)
that will make it easier to
transfer between New Zealand
education providers.

GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE IN
ENGLISH AS AN
ADDITIONAL
LANGUAGE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Continue to become even
more fluent in English with the
graduate certificate.

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English: IELTS 6.0 (no band <5.0) or equivalent
Take placement test on arrival
OR take Unitec online test prior to arrival*
Interview if Unitec online result meets
requirements

> Study further English at Unitec.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

60

1 semester

Feb/Jul

NZD 10,200

REQUIREMENTS:
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or equivalent
Interview might be required

*Contact study.english@unitec.ac.nz for an online test guide.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
> Work in your professional field with
improved English, or continue to study at
undergraduate or postgraduate level.

STUDY / BRIDGING EDUCATION

BRIDGING
EDUCATION
Are you keen to start your tertiary education but didn’t complete high school or
haven’t gained enough credits for your University entrance? Are you wanting a
change of career but lack the confidence or skills to begin your studies at degree or
diploma level? A Bridging certificate will give you the knowledge you need to
progress into higher education or a job.
Each programme has been put together with employment pathways in mind, so you can be sure the skills you learn are
relevant. Bridging programmes are structured so that you share classes with people with similar study and career goals
to you.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
A level 4 certificate
or a diploma
New Zealand Certificate
in Study and Career
Preparation(Level 3)

Bachelor degrees
Certificate of University
Preparation (Level 4)

NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE
IN STUDY
AND CAREER
PREPARATION
(LEVEL 3)

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

3

60

1 semester

Feb/Jul

NZD 10,812

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is a one-semester programme designed to get you ready to succeed at higher level study, and to provide a pathway into other
certificate or diploma programmes.
English: IELTS 5.5 (no band <5.0) or equivalent

CERTIFICATE
OF UNIVERSITY
PREPARATION

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

60

1 semester

Feb/Jul

NZD 10,200

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Certificate of University Preparation gets you ready for degree study at universities, institutes of technology and polytechnics in
New Zealand. Completing the certificate gives you an entry-level qualification that you can use to apply for a degree programme.
English: IELTS 6.0 (no band <5.5) or equivalent
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STUDY / APPLIED PRACTICE

APPLIED
PRACTICE
The Applied Practice programme is a contemporary and flexible programme
designed for individuals wishing to pursue and advance their professional careers.
You can create a pathway that suits your interests and needs from a wide range of
courses and disciplines.
The applicant is preferably in New Zealnd and working in the industry. Doing the Postgraduate Programme
first is recommended.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Master of Applied Practice

Postgraduate Diploma in Applied Practice

(Generic – Learner Designed Pathway)

(Generic – Learner Designed Pathway)

TFL is a private public partnership between Frances
Valintine and Unitec. This partnership brings the agility,
context and adaptability of the private sector with a
well-established and recognised public facility.

POSTGRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN APPLIED
PRACTICE

Master of Applied Practice
(Technological Futures)

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

8

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,562

(GENERIC – LEARNER
DESIGNED PATHWAY)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Graduates will be able to develop
strategies for further enquiry
and research through this
programme. They will be eligible
to enter the Master of Applied
Practice. There is no practical
experience in this programme
and is not designed to lead into
a new career or registration
(permission to practice).
This programme is currently not
suitable for nurses, doctors, dentists
or pharmacists.

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in same or similar field
CV
To be considered for this programme you need
to be already working in the relevant area in
New Zealand

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
> Community development worker
> Healthcare professional
>Not-for-profit manager or community
leader
>Social practitioner working for a
governmental or non-governemental
organisation (NGO)
> Teacher or educational leader

STUDY / APPLIED PRACTICE

MASTER OF APPLIED
PRACTICE
(GENERIC – LEARNER DESIGNED
PATHWAY)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is an innovative
postgraduate qualification that
allows you to choose options
and electives from across
faculties, tailoring your masters
to your practice and career
aspirations. You’ll undertake
a practice-based research
project in your own workplace,
advancing your professional
knowledge and contributing to
your organisation, community
or profession.

LEVEL

CREDITS

9

180

DURATION

INTAKE

1.5 years Feb/Jul

REQUIREMENTS:

TUITION FEE

NZD 23,562

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in same or similar field
CV
Interview may be required

Advance your practice and contribute
to your profession by completing
work-relevant research and projects

To be considered for this programme you need
to be already working in the relevant area in
New Zealand

This programme is currently not
suitable for nurses, doctors, dentists
or pharmacists.

MASTER OF APPLIED
PRACTICE *
(TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURES)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Unitec and its partner Tech
Futures Lab (TFL) co-designed
this flexible and intensive
specialisation to provide
professionals, leaders, and
entrepreneurs from the
technology and business
sectors an opportunity to gain
an in-depth understanding of
emerging technology, its impact,
and how to forecast disruption
and lead boldly through
unprecedented change.
This new one-year, full-time
master's programme is a gamechanger for New Zealand.
Candidates will learn to link
successful business decisions
with technological advancement
and innovate in a shifting
business landscape.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

180

1 year

Feb/Jun/Nov

NZD 43,700

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Relevant work experience (5 years or more senior
level organisational experience / management
experience) supported by a Bachelor's degree
or ability to demonstrate similar to a Bachelor's
degree level via experience and learning in the
workplace
CV
Interview

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Advance your practice and contribute
to your profession by completing
work-relevant research and projects

*Discounts and scholarships available, please check website http://www.techfutureslab.com/
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BUSINESS

UNITEC'S
BUSINESS
QUALIFICATIONS
HAVE A STRONG
PRACTICAL
FOCUS

BUSINESS
AND
COMMUNICATION
BUSINESS PRACTICE
BUSINESS / COMMUNICATIONS
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STUDY / BUSINESS

BUSINESS
Business graduates are in high demand worldwide and the Unitec Business School
have developed business programmes with input from national and international
business leaders.
Since we have strong links with the industry, you get to understand business practice in real- world organisations
and complete a placement in an organisation as part of an Industry Based Learning Experience. Unitec offers four types
of business majors- Accountancy, Finance, Management and Marketing.

Graduate Diploma in
Business (Operations
management, HR,
Marketing)

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Bachelor of Business
(Management, Marketing)

Postgraduate
Diploma in Business
New Zealand
Diploma in Business

Master of Business

Bachelor of Business
(Accountancy, Finance)
Academic Requirements
of NZICA, CPA, ACCA

Master of Applied
Practice (Professional
Accounting)

Graduate Diploma in
Professional Accounting

AcademicRequirements
of NZIM (DipMgt)

MEET
LILING GUO
FROM CHINA
DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS (MARKETING)

I chose Unitec to take advantage of the extensive
resources, learn from the renowned professors,
and work alongside people from different countries
and backgrounds.

STUDY / BUSINESS

BUSINESS
PROGRAMMES
NZ DIPLOMA
IN BUSINESS
COURSE DESCRIPTION
To get ahead in today's business
world, you have to be competent in
a wide range of business skills. The
New Zealand Diploma in Business
equips you with these skills
and provides you with a sound
knowledge of organisations and
their management, accounting,
the economic environment and
commercial law.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

6

240

2 years

REQUIREMENTS:

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/Jul NZD 21,420
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

>Assistant accountant
>Bank customer services officer
>Business administrator
>Credit controller
>Office manager
>Payroll administrator
>Recruitment manager
>Accounts payable/receivable
administrator

You can either complete the general
diploma or specialise in either
Accounting or Management.

BACHELOR
OF BUSINESS
(ACCOUNTING, FINANCE,
MANAGEMENT, MARKETING)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain general business knowledge,
both theoretical and practical,
in accountancy, finance,
management or marketing. The
Accountancy major meets CAANZ
(formerly NZICA) and CPA Australia
academic requirements.

GRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN
BUSINESS
(HR, OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT, MARKETING)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain additional knowledge to
enhance your career prospects and
augment your existing skills.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

7

360

3 years

REQUIREMENTS:

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/Jul NZD 22,050
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

7

120

1 year

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.0 (<6.0 in reading and writing
and <5.5 in speaking and listening) or equivalent
Bachelor's Degree
OR minimum three years relevant work
experience
CV

>Financial accountant
>Management accountant
>Chartered accountant
>Audit manager
>Business analyst
>Finance manager
>Financial analyst
>Human resources manager
>Logistics manager
>Advertising manager

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/Jul NZD 19,584
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Human resources manager
>Occupational health and
safety officer
>Operations manager
>Production planner
>Sales representative
>Sales consultant
>Advertising manager
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STUDY / BUSINESS

GRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN
PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain accounting and technical
skills while fulfilling the academic
requirements of CAANZ (formerly
NZICA) and CPA Australia. Students
with a degree from outside NZ may
need 1.5 or 2 years of study to fulfil
CAANZ accreditation.

POSTGRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN
BUSINESS
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme is aimed at people
who already have experience as
a business owner or manager
and want to take their career to
the next level, gaining a deeper
understanding of business
and processes.
This is NOT designed to teach
management concepts to students
who are wanting to start on the
management track in their career.

MASTER
OF BUSINESS

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme is aimed at
people who already have real-life
experience as a business owner or
manager, who want to take their
business career to the next level,
gaining a deeper understanding
of business strategy and
processes, relationships in
business organisations, and the
business environment.
Enrolling for postgraduate diploma in
business first is recommended.

LEVEL

CREDITS

7

120

DURATION

INTAKE

1-1.5 years Feb/Jul

TUITION FEE

19,992

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor's Degree
OR minimum three years relevant work
experience (preferably relevant to commerce/
accountancy)
CV

>Chartered accountant
>Divisional Accountant
>Financial controller
>Chief financial officer
>Management accountant
>Tax consultant
>Auditor
>Business Advisor
>Financial Accountant

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

8

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

23,154

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree related to business with above
average grades of B- in Level 7 courses in the
final year
OR bachelor’s degree with above average grades
in the final year in an unrelated field and 3+
years’ middle management work experience
CV
2 work- related references (at least) outlining key
responsibilities and achievements during middle
management experience

>Marketing executive
>Operations manager
>HR manager
>Business researcher

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

23,154

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (optional) (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree with above average grades
in the final year in the same or similar discipline
and 1+ years’ middle management or supervisory
work experience
OR bachelor’s degree with above average grades
in the final year in an unrelated field and 3+
years’ middle management work experience
CV
2 work- related references (at least) outlining key
responsibilities and achievements during middle
management experience

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
This programme is not designed to teach
management concepts to students who
are wanting to start on the management
track of their career. It is aimed at people
who already have real-life experience as
a business owner or manager, who want
to take their business career to the next
level, gaining a deeper understanding
of business strategy and processes,
relationships in business organisations,
and the business environment.

STUDY / BUSINESS

MASTER OF
APPLIED PRACTICE
(PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING) *

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Masters of Applied Practice
(Professional Accounting) is a
conversion masters that gives
you the opportunity to change
your career if you don’t have an
accounting background. This is
only a 3 semester programme
which includes a work placement
(internship). You also get to learn
SPSS statistics through this course
which will give you an edge for
your job application in the future.
Subject to achieving IELTS 6.5 (no
score <6.0) or successful completion
of NZCEL5 at Unitec you qualify for
NZ$5,000 scholarship.
* NZD 48,000 for entire programme
(1.5 years)

LEVEL

CREDITS

9

180

DURATION

INTAKE

1.5 years Feb/Jul

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor degree or equivalent in any discipline,
with an average grade of B- or higher in all level
7 courses
OR Special Admission by successful Assessment
of Prior Learning

TUITION FEE

32,000

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Assistant accountant
>Intermediate accountant
>Accounting technician
>Provides a pathway to becoming a
Chartered Accountant (CA or CPA)
>Divisional Accountant
>Financial controller
>Chief financial officer
>Management accountant
>Tax consultant
>Auditor
>Business Advisor
>Financial Accountant
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STUDY / COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATION
The dynamic field of Communication needs graduates with real-world skills.
Develop these at Unitec through our strong focus on practical projects, internship
placements and courses that open up a world of opportunity in a sector where work
prospects are good.
Expert teaching staff with close connections to the industry blend ‘thinking’ and ‘doing’, theory and hands-on learning
experiences so that you'll study in a great environment.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Graduate Diploma in
Event Communication

Certificate In
Communication and
Media Arts

Bachelor of
Communication
(Event Management, Media
Studies, Public Relations)

Postgraduate Diploma in
International Communication

Master of International communication

Bachelor of Performing
and Screen Arts (Acting
for Screen and Theatre,
Contemporary Dance, Screen
Arts, Production Design and
Management)*

*Please refer to Creative Industries

MEET
SVETLANA
ANTONOVA
FROM THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
BACHELOR OF COMMUNICATION

I was looking for a tertiary institution where classes are
small and students have the opportunity to work one on
one with their tutors, Unitec has definitely delivered and
met my expectations. My tutors have been remarkable,
I have been able to succeed in every paper and have made
many dear friends. I have taken this opportunity to
immerse myself into the kiwi lifestyle and in doing so
have seen and done some pretty memorable things.

STUDY / COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE IN
COMMUNICATION
AND MEDIA ARTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme is ideal if you want
to go on to higher-level study in
communication or performing and
screen arts, or aren't sure exactly
what area to focus on. It's also perfect
for people already in employment
who want to improve their personal
communication and professional
presentation skills. You'll specialise in
one of two areas: communication or
performing and screen arts.

BACHELOR OF
COMMUNICATION
(EVENT MANAGEMENT,
MEDIA STUDIES, PUBLIC RELATIONS)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Event Management will give you
an in-depth understanding about
successful event management, from
sponsorship, budget, feasibility,
marketing and planning to the “how
to” of producing a real event.
You get to apply your learning in a
final year internship.
Media and communications have
become some of the most relevant,
exciting and powerful subjects you
could choose in a media-saturated
world. In this major you will develop
the knowledge and skills to plan and
create relevant media messaging that
will reach the right people in the best
way, for impact, influence and action.
Public Relations needs well
trained strategic thinkers who are
outstanding writers and researchers,
fluent in digital media and thrive on
building stakeholder relationships.
You will develop the ability to craft
and communicate messages, build
stakeholder relationships through
engagement, create and manage
reputations, and help manage issues
through crisis communications.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

60

1 Sem

Feb/Jul

10,812

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

This programme prepares you for further
study in Performing and Screen Arts or in
Communication Studies.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Interview

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Event Management
>Activation executive
>Conference manager
>Special event co-ordinator
Media and Communications
>Social media executive
>Digital marketing executive
>Corporate communication executive
Public Relations
>Corporate or public affairs communicator
>Internal communications executive
>Marketing communications executive
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GRADUATE
DIPLOMA
IN EVENT
COMMUNICATION
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This industry is fast-paced, and
needs professionals with clear
communication skills, excellent
organisational skills and attention to
detail - all skills the Graduate Diploma
in Event Communication helps you
develop. You'll learn how to work
under pressure to ensure the smooth
and efficient running of an event, from
conception through to completion.

POSTGRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN
INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNICATION
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Improve your critical thinking
and analytical skills, explore
communication policy and practice at
a national and international level, and
gain an understanding of advanced
communication practice in real
settings when you study
this programme.

MASTER OF
INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNICATION
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Combining an effective mix of
high-level theoretical analysis with
real-world application, the Master
of International Communication
teaches you to manage intercultural,
organisational, political
and strategic aspects of
international communication.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

21,624

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Bachelor’s degree, preferably in social
sciences or humanities subjects
OR substantial experience in the events
industry
CV
Interview

>Conference centre manager
>Conference manager
>Corporate communication manager
>Event manager
>Promotions Manager
>Special event co-ordinator
>Sponsorship manager
>Exhibitions organiser

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

8

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

23,562

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in same or similar field
with an average grade of B- or higher in all
level 7 courses.

>Communication manager
>Community relations adviser
>Corporate communication manager
>Government relations manager
>Internal communication executive
>Policy analyst
>Public affairs manager
>Relationship manager

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in same or similar field
with an average grade of B- or higher in all
level 7 courses.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Communication manager
>Community relations manager
>Corporate or public affairs communicator
>Government relations manager
>Internal communications executive
>Media relations manager
>Policy advisor

CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
PERFORMING & SCREEN ARTS / DESIGN & CONTEMPORARY ARTS
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STUDY / PERFORMING AND SCREEN ARTS

PERFORMING AND
SCREEN ARTS
Unitec is New Zealand’s largest performing and screen arts school and it
offers professionally focused education and training through its industry
recognised programmes.
The school is all about pushing boundaries and challenging conventional thinking; we are committed to
developing our students to contribute to the growing creative industries as independent artists.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

Certificate in
Communication and
Media Arts

Bachelor of Performing
and Screen Arts
(Acting for Screen and Theatre,
Contemporary Dance, Screen Arts,
Production Design and Management)

Graduate Diploma in
Creative Practice

(See Communicaton section)

Certificate In Music

Diploma in Contemporary music

MEET
BIN WANG
FROM CHINA
BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY DANCE

(NOW THE BACHELOR OF PERFORMING AND SCREEN ARTS)

I had heard a lot about Unitec’s Contemporary Dance
programme. It has a lot of connections with several famous
international universities in the world. Unitec has cooperated
with several dance companies in New Zealand, your courses
will give you several chance to be exposed to these companies,
giving you the opportunity to build a foundation for future work.

STUDY / PERFORMING AND SCREEN ARTS

PERFORMING AND
SCREEN ARTS PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE
IN MUSIC
(INTRODUCTORY)
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme provides you with
a range of fundamental music skills,
offers opportunities for musical
expression and creativity. It also
equips you with the skills you
need for higher-level study and a
successful career in music composing,
performing, producing or teaching.

DIPLOMA IN
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme develops your
musical and professional strengths
and improves your knowledge of
musical techniques and composition.
You can gain an understanding of the
business side of the music industry.

BACHELOR OF
PERFORMING AND
SCREEN ARTS

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

3

60

1 Sem

Feb

NZD 10,200

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Description of musical activities and details
of any music exams passed
Brief statement of study purpose
Audition (might be required)

Further study in Music

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

5

240

2 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Description of musical activities and details
of any music exams passed
Brief statement of study purpose
Audition CD or DVD

>Music journalist
>Music teacher
>Musician
>Recording engineer
>Singer/songwriter
>Sound or multimedia designer

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

(ACTING FOR SCREEN AND THEATRE)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Develop your acting, voice and
movement skills and become familiar
with acting techniques for theatre,
film and learn the history of drama.
Graduates will be able to perform in
front of real audiences.

BACHELOR OF
PERFORMING AND
SCREEN ARTS

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Audition (in October)

>Acting trainer/teacher
>Actor for theatre, film and television
>Performer
>Performing arts manager
>Presenter
>Theatre deviser/creator

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

(CONTEMPORARY DANCE)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Contemporary Dance prepares you
for a professional career in dance
performance and choreography.
Unitec is the major provider of
professional talent to the dance
industry and offers the largest fulltime contemporary dance programme
in New Zealand

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Audition (in October)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Professional dancer
>Choreographer
>Dance and performance artist
>Dance teacher
>Performing arts manager
>Arts administrator
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STUDY / PERFORMING AND SCREEN ARTS

BACHELOR OF
PERFORMING AND
SCREEN ARTS

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

(SCREEN ARTS)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
We have been awarded with the
ScreenMark, New Zealand Screen
Council’s industry accreditation for
high-quality and relevant tertiary
courses in the screen industry. This
programme equips you with broad
skills and an understanding of the
core elements of the industrial
filmmaking process.

BACHELOR OF
PERFORMING AND
SCREEN ARTS

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Interview and/or audition (in September)

>Camera: assistant camera, data wrangler,
lighting assistant
>Director’s assistant
>Assistant editor
>Scriptwriting: researcher, scriptwriter
>Sound: sound recordist, boom swinger,
sound designer
>Transmedia Producer
>Production Stills
>EPK Creator

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

(PRODUCTION DESIGN
AND MANAGEMENT)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme provides creative
development, and teaches key design
and organisational management of
screen and theatre production by
having students participate in the
making of theatre and film. Within
this major, there are three streams:
Clothing & Costume Design, Props
& the Art Department, and Lighting
& Sound.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
IN CREATIVE PRACTICE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Are you passionate about theatre and
screen? Creative practice in the arts
is socially and culturally important
because what results from it is often
endowed with attractiveness, utility,
power, meaning, authenticity or value.
The Graduate Diploma in Creative
Practice allows you to focus on a
specialist theatre and screen discipline
during this year-long programme.
You'll gain the in-depth knowledge
and specialist skills you need to realise
creative possibilities and solutions
that are imaginative, appropriate and
professionally presented.

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Interview and/or audition (in October)

>Art director
>Audio engineer
>Audio-visual technician
>Costume maker
>Costume supervisor
>Production manager
>Scenic painter
>Specialist designer
>Stage manager
>Technical manager

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Interview and /or audition (in October)
A recognised degree
OR a professional qualification in a relevant
discipline

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Art director
>Costume designer
>Composer for theatre and screen works
>Production manager for theatre
>Set designer
>Sound/audio-visual designer
>Stage manager
>Theatre and/or screen director

STUDY / DESIGN AND CONTEMPORARY ARTS

DESIGN AND
CONTEMPORARY ARTS
Choosing design and contemporary arts will prepare you for a wide variety of careers
in the future. At Unitec, we pride ourselves in our dynamic learning environment to
allow students the benefits of practical workshops, critical inquiry and self-reflection
for all our programmes.
We encourage our students to develop skills, explore new territory and experiment and challenge conventional thinking.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Master of Design

Master of Creative Practice

Diploma in Applied
Interior Design
Postgraduate Certificate
in Creative Practice
Certificate In Design
and Visual Arts

Bachelor of
Creative Enterprise
Postgraduate Diploma
in Creative Practice

Bachelor of
Architectural Studies

MEET
SARAH
HEIMBURGER
FROM GERMANY
BACHELOR OF DESIGN AND VISUAL ARTS
(NOW THE BACHELOR OF CREATIVE ENTERPRISE)

When I arrived at Unitec, I didn’t have much time to feel lost.
Everybody on campus from staff to students is very friendly
and helpful. The first weeks of studying at Unitec offered
many great events during the breaks or in the afternoons and
evenings. I enjoy learning from so many different points of
view. Talking to different students and tutors gives me new
approaches that I had never thought about.
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DESIGN AND
CONTEMPORARY ARTS
PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE IN DESIGN
AND VISUAL ARTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This introductory design programme
provides an ideal opportunity to
develop basic knowledge of creative,
conceptual and technical drawing. It
also encourages you to investigate
a broad range of design and visual
art practices and learn how to reflect
critically on your own work.

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED
INTERIOR DESIGN
COURSE DESCRIPTION
As a professional interior designer
you will work in collaboration with
clients, other design professionals
and tradespeople, to shape inspiring,
functional and dynamic spaces
for people to live, work and play.
On the course you'll gain a greater
understanding of what interior
design is and how it fits into the
wider world of design. Projects are
taught by designers who specialise
in homes, retail stores, office spaces
and hospitality interiors for bars,
restaurants and hotels.

BACHELOR OF
CREATIVE ENTERPRISE

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Want to develop the creative, technical
and entrepreneurial skills needed to
succeed in the creative industries?
The Bachelor of Creative Enterprise
will prepare you for a range of creative
careers – from graphic design and
digital marketing to interior design and
Māori entrepreneurship.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 20,553

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.0 (no band <5.5) or
equivalent
Portfolio: 6 examples of recent art/design
work (unaltered jpeg, pdf or PowerPoint files)
Interview may be required

This programme prepares you for further
study in design and contemporary arts or
in architecture
>Graphic Designer

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Interview
Portfolio: 6 examples of recent art/design
work (unaltered jpeg, pdf or PowerPoint files)

>Exhibition or film and television designer
>Furniture or textile salesperson
>Junior Interior specialist in architecture
Kitchen and bathroom designer
>Retail or hospitality designer

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Interview
Portfolio: 15 examples of recent art/design
work (unaltered jpeg, pdf or PowerPoint files)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Animator
>Artist
>Freelance photographer
>Game or app designer
>Graphic designer
>Industrial designer
>Interior designer
>Brand manager
>Online marketer

STUDY / DESIGN AND CONTEMPORARY ARTS

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATE IN
CREATIVE PRACTICE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme offers two different
work streams: Professional
Development or Creative Labs.
Professional Development is
designed for school teachers of
creative subjects to update, extend
and apply their existing academic and
creative skills. It focuses on reflection
skills, classroom and curriculum
innovation, to enhance professional
practice and career development.
Creative Labs provides opportunities
for artists, designers, photographers,
animators, educators, performers,
directors and producers to extend
and apply their existing creative
and collaborative skills in studio
environments, with a particular focus
on enhancing creative practice and
career development/change.

POSTGRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN
CREATIVE PRACTICE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Are you passionate about creativity
and cultural expression? Develop
advanced academic, practical and
creative skills through an exhibition,
publication or industry project and
access multi-disciplinary creative
studios supervised by industry leading
educators, artists and designers. The
Postgraduate Diploma in Creative
Practice offers a highly flexible studio
or industry based programme based
at Unitec’s Creative Industries
cultural hub.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

8

60

1 Sem

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
A bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
discipline with an average grade of B- or
higher
OR a professional qualification in a relevant
discipline
Portfolio-20 examples of recent art/design
work (unaltered jpeg, pdf or PowerPoint
files)
Relevant experience references if available
Interview

>Director
>Experience designer
>Graphic designer
>Photographer
>Producer
>Product designer
>Production designer
>Performance designer
>Sculptor
>Service designer
>Visual artist
>Visual communicator

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

8

120

1 year

Feb

NZD 23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
CV
Have a bachelor’s degree in the same or
similar discipline
OR a minimum of two years’ appropriate
work experience if the bachelor degree is
not in a similar area of study
Portfolio: 20 examples of recent art/design
work (unaltered jpeg, pdf or PowerPoint
files)
Relevant experience references if available
Interview

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Transmedia producer
>Production designer
>Designer
>Screenwriter
>Screen or theatre producer
>Animator
>Cinematographer
>Choreographer
>Digital special effects or CGI specialist
>Visual technologist
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MASTER OF
CREATIVE PRACTICE

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Do you enjoy designing solutions to
complex problems, or imagining new
ways of experiencing and living in
the world? Would your practice and
portfolio benefit from undertaking a
significant piece of advanced creative
research? Consider advancing your
career through a Masters programme
designed for creative professionals.

MASTER OF
DESIGN

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Master of Design offers you the
opportunity to undertake a selfdirected art or design project in a
topic of your choice to create a body
of work at an advanced level. You will
work in an intellectually stimulating
environment, with guidance from
expert supervisors and regular
presentations to visiting critics. It is
research only degree with no taught
components. It is extremely flexible
and operates on the basis of mutually
agreed supervision sessions and
regular progression workshops.

LEVEL

CREDITS

9

180

DURATION

1.5 years Feb/Jul

REQUIREMENTS:

CREDITS

9

240

TUITION FEE

NZD 23,562

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
discipline (average grade of B- or higher)
OR successfully completed PGDip in
Creative Practice
OR a bachelor’s degree in an unrelated
discipline with a minimum of two years’
appropriate work experience
CV
Portfolio: 20 examples of recent art/design
work (unaltered jpeg, pdf or PowerPoint
files)
Relevant experience references if available
Interview

LEVEL

INTAKE

DURATION

>Artist
>Art director
>Product designer
>Graphic designer
>Director
>Photographer
>Experience designer
>Producer
>Production designer

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

1.5 years Feb/July NZD 23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
CV
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
discipline (average grade of B- or higher)
OR a professional qualification in relevant
discipline
Portfolio: 20 examples of recent art/design
work (unaltered jpeg, pdf or PowerPoint
files)
Relevant experience references if available
Interview

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Graphic designer
>Art/design educator
>Art director

HIGH
TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMPUTING
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STUDY / COMPUTING

COMPUTING
Unitec’s computer engineering courses includes practical assignments, guest lectures
by industry experts, work experience and applied postgraduate research. Unitec is
home to New Zealand’s first Cybersecurity Research Centre as well as the first IBM
Delivery Centre. It’s an example of cutting-edge technology being developed right
here on campus and could mean mentoring programmes, scholarships and internship
opportunities for you.
You'll learn from staff who are members of industry organisations and are involved in applied research - from high-speed
networks and data mining to internet security and robotics.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

Doctor of Computing

Postgraduate Diploma in
Computing

Bachelor of
Computer Systems

Certificate in
Information Technology

Master of Computing

Graduate Diploma in
Computing

Diploma in Information
Technology Support
1.5 year cross-credit into the
Bachelor of Computing Systems

MEET
ANKITA JANI
FROM INDIA
DIPLOMA IN COMPUTING
(NOW THE DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT)

Unitec’s collaboration with IBM has offered students
a fantastic opportunity to gain work experience
while studying. I got selected to work in the IBM
Delivery Centre. The work experience I will gain at
IBM will make my resume stronger and will help
me find a great job after I finish my studies.

STUDY / COMPUTING

COMPUTING
PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE IN
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Certificate in Information
Technology is designed to act as a
bridge to higher-level computing
qualifications and provides you with
a solid foundation to enter a career in
computing. Improve your computer
literacy and maths, as well as your
communication, problem-solving
and study skills. You also gain a
solid background in current
software applications.

DIPLOMA IN
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Diploma in Information
Technology Support will help you
take advantage of the continuing
demand for skilled information
and communications technology
(ICT) professionals. Develop an
understanding of how to provide
administration and ongoing support
of IT infrastructure in a range
of organisations.

BACHELOR OF
COMPUTING SYSTEMS

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is an applied computing
qualification that equips you with
the ability to cope with technological
changes in this fast-moving industry.
There is an emphasis on the practical
assignments and case-study
scenarios. You will complete an
industry-based project to integrate
knowledge gained in a practical
situation that uses a wide range
of skills.

LEVEL

CREDITS

4

60

DURATION

INTAKE

1 semester Feb/Jul

REQUIREMENTS:

TUITION FEE

NZD 10,812

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.0 (no band <5.5) or
equivalent

>Data Entry Operator

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

>Desktop support technician
>Help desk technician
>Network technician

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 20,370

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths equivalent to NZ Year 13
OR pass Unitec’s Certificate in Information
Technology.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Applications programmer
>Database analyst
>Information systems manager
>Multimedia developer
>Network support technician
>Software engineer
>Systems analyst
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA
IN COMPUTING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
You will improve your ability to plan
and control computing projects.
When applying, you need to
choose a specialisation in data
communication/networks,
programming, cybersecurity,
business analysis, business
intelligence or game development.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 20,145

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP with a stream selection clearly stated
(see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.0 (6.0 writing & speaking,
5.5 listening & reading) or equivalent
Bachelor’s Degree
CV (if holding Diploma and relevant
experience)
Please visit :
http://www.unitec.ac.nz/career-and-studyoptions/computing-and-information-technology/
graduate-diploma-in-computing.

POSTGRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN COMPUTING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme develops your ability
to solve complex applied computing
problems. Choose the courses that
are most relevant to your career, and
learn to manage IT projects and find
out how information technology
affects society.

MASTER OF
COMPUTING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Master of Computing focuses
on four closely related and fastdeveloping areas of computing:
enterprise networks, the internet,
interactive multimedia and
instructional technology. Classes
are a mix of compulsory courses
and electives, and assessments are
assignment based. Courses
are delivered in a series of
weekend classes spread over a
four-month period.
We recommend enrolling in the
Postgraduate Diploma in Computing first.

>Applications programmer
>Business analyst
>Project manager
>Software developer
>Internet and Web developer
>Data analyst
>Database analyst and developer
>Cyber-security analyst
>Network support technician
>Network engineer
>Game programmer
>Software designer

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

8

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,154

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
field (average grade of B- or higher)
CV and work references (if student has
relevant experience)

>Information systems manager
>IT adviser
>Multimedia development manager
>Network manager
>Software engineer
>Systems analyst
>Website manager

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,154

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
field (average grade of B- or higher)
CV and work references (if student has
relevant experience)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Information systems manager
>IT adviser
>Multimedia development manager
>Network manager
>Researcher
>Website manager

STUDY / COMPUTING

DOCTOR OF
COMPUTING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
New Zealand’s first professional
doctorate in computing, the
programme covers advanced
coursework and original research.
Investigate theoretical and practical
issues in the computing profession
and determine the appropriate
responses. Assessment methods
include individual assignments
relevant to your specific interests and
seminar presentations. The latter will
be debated, critiqued and assessed by
both peers and lecturers.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

10

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP(indicating your area of interest for
research) (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Master’s degree in computing (or
equivalent)
Three years’ professional work experience
CV
2 Work References (at least)
Master's thesis summary
Research proposal

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Practising professional working to
advance their computing knowledge
base
>Researcher
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ARCHITECTURE

YOU WILL
DEVELOP
SKILLS TO
CREATE
BUILDINGS
THAT ENHANCE
THE URBAN
ENVIRONMENT

CONSTRUCTION
AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE / LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
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STUDY / ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE
Study architecture with us and you’ll develop the skills to create buildings that
enhance the urban environment. You’ll also learn how to plan, design and advise on
the construction of new and existing buildings. Our architecture courses include lots
of hands-on practice.
We're well known for our practical and innovative approach, and are endorsed by the New Zealand Institute of Architects,
the New Zealand Registered Architects Board and the Commonwealth Association of Architects.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

Master of Architecture

Certificate in Design and
Visual Arts*

Bachelor of Architectural Studies

Master of Architecture
(Professional)

*Please refer to Creative Industries

MEET
HEIMIR THOR
OSKARSSON
FROM ICELAND
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES

I wanted to go abroad, found New Zealand to be
an exciting option, with its amazing landscape
and outdoor activities. I read about Unitec’s
architecture program online, I liked the the practical
approach Unitec has with its emphasis on studio
work, making sure that the students will hit the
ground running when they start working in the
field of architecture. The quality of the education
will put me ahead of many other applicants.

STUDY / ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE
PROGRAMMES
BACHELOR OF
ARCHITECTURAL
STUDIES
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is the first step towards a career
in architecture. Gain an overview
of the business of architecture and
become familiar with the New Zealand
building law, construction technology,
basic contract management
procedures, taha Maori and Maori
perspectives as they relate
to architecture.

MASTER OF
ARCHITECTURE
(PROFESSIONAL)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Would you like to become a registered
architect? Have you already
completed an undergraduate degree
in architecture? In the Master of
Architecture (Professional) you
explore at a postgraduate level what
it takes to create architectural works
of merit and value, and learn to
incorporate innovative design research
into your architecture practice.
Develop the ability to promote
sustainable and ethical approaches,
and collaborate effectively with
different disciplines on architectural
design projects. You'll also further your
ability to critically reflect on your own
work, and that of others.

MASTER OF
ARCHITECTURE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Understand sustainable and ethical
approaches to architecture and
development. You will take part in
design workshops, and present your
work in progress for critique and
evaluation by invited international
architects, landscape architects and
designers. The degree is offered
“by project” which means that you
undertake a research project based on
an aspect of your practice to date.
There is no taught component

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Interview
Portfolio: 6-10 pieces (refer to website for
more info)

>Architectural designer
>Design manager
>Design technician
>Draftsperson
>Continue study in the Master
of Architecture (Professional)

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

2 years

Feb

NZD 23,562

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in architecture with a 4.0
GPA (B- grades) in the final year
OR a significant portfolio of professional
work and demonstrate competencies
equivalent to a bachelor’s-level graduate in
architecture
OR have a recognised postgraduate
qualification in architecture
Interview
CV
Work reference

>Architect working in a range
of settings
>Apply for registration in
New Zealand as an architect

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

1.5 - 2.5 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
discipline, with an average grade of B- or
higher in all level 7 course
Interview
A significant portfolio of professional
work sufficient to enable critical reflection
on your practice at the beginning of the
programme
Research proposal.
CV
Work reference

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Architecture practitioner
(senior level)
>Architecture lecturer
(senior level)
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STUDY / LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
Study architecture with us and you’ll develop the skills to create buildings that
enhance the urban environment. You’ll also learn how to plan, design and advise on
the construction of new and existing buildings. Our architecture courses include lots
of hands-on practice.
We're well known for our practical and innovative approach, and are endorsed by the New Zealand Institute of Architects,
the New Zealand Registered Architects Board and the Commonwealth Association of Architects.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Bachelor of
Landscape Architecture

New Zeland Certificate
in Horticulture Servcies
(Landscape Design)

Diploma in
Landscape Design

1 semester cross-credit into the
Diploma of Landscape Design

New Zealand Diploma in
Landscape Design

Master of Landscape
Architecture

1 year cross-credit into the
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

STUDY / LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
PROGRAMMES
NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE IN
HORTICULTURE
SERVICES

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

60

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 10,812

(LANDSCAPE DESIGN)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
From residential gardens to public
parks, landscape designers create
inspiring, innovative and functional
green spaces. Study landscape design
and you’ll learn how to assess a site,
construct a garden, and choose the
right plants and shrubs that will thrive.
It’s a creative career with lots of scope
to come up with your own designs
and apply them to all sorts of different
environments.

DIPLOMA IN
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain expertise in the area of garden
design and apply your creativity.
This programme gives you a
comprehensive grounding in
plant selection, drawing, design
and site planning.

NEW ZEALAND DIPLOMA
IN LANDSCAPE DESIGN

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Do you want a role in the re-imagining
of our urban environment and
re-thinking of our cities? Landscape
architects are employed for their
vision and skill in transforming the
spaces of everyday life, and in solving
the real and serious environmental
issues facing today's society. This
programme is an internationally
accredited professional programme
that will prepare you for a creative
practice in urban and environmental
design anywhere in the world.

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

>Home garden designer
>Garden centre salesperson
>Gardener
>Private gardener

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

5

240

2 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Portfolio (demonstrating visual, spatial and
graphic ability)

>Garden centre design consultant
>Garden journalist
>Gardener
>Landscape designer
>Landscape draftsperson
>Landscape maintenance manager

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

5

240

2 years

Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Portfolio (See website for details)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Landscape architect
>Environmental design consultant
>Urban designer
>Heritage landscape consultant
>Regional planner
>Environment commissioner
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STUDY / LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

BACHELOR OF
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Do you want a role in the re-imagining
of our urban environment and rethinking of our cities? Landscape
architects are employed for their
vision and skill in transforming the
spaces of everyday life, and in solving
the real and serious environmental
issues facing today's society. This
programme is an internationally
accredited professional programme
that will prepare you for a creative
practice in urban and environmental
design anywhere in the world.

MASTER OF
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This degree gives landscape
architects a chance to further
their skills, investigate new design
techniques and collaborate with
other professionals in New Zealand
and overseas. The degree is offered
“by project” which means that you
undertake a research project based on
an aspect of your practice to date.
There is no course work.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

480

4 years

Feb

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Portfolio (See website for details)

>Landscape architect
>Environmental design consultant
>Urban designer
>Heritage landscape consultant
>Regional planner
>Environment commissioner

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

1.5 - 2.5 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
discipline, with merit achievement, deemed
to be an average grade of B- or higher
Portfolio of professional work (sufficient to
enable critical reflection on your practice at
the beginning of the programme)
Research proposal

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Design educator
>Design researcher
>Landscape architectural design leader

CONSTRUCTION
AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
BUILDING & CARPENTRY / CONSTRUCTION

60

STUDY / BUILDING AND CARPENTRY

BUILDING AND
CARPENTRY
Study building or carpentry at Unitec and you won’t just learn the theory. We like to
create things with our hands. This means that you’ll spend many hours in our wellequipped workshops working on projects of all sizes.
Whether you’re already in the industry or want to start an apprenticeship, a carpentry or building qualification from
Unitec will help you make the most of the opportunities.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

New Zealand Certificate in Carpentry

Bachelor in Applied Technology
(Building)

ONE OF THE
HIGHLIGHTS
OF MY
CAREER SO
FAR WAS
DOING WELL
IN THE
THIRD YEAR
APPRENTICE
CHALLENGE
2011
TUITI HUI
CERTIFICATE IN APPLIED TECHNOLOGY (CARPENTRY)

STUDY / BUILDING AND CARPENTRY

BUILDING AND
CARPENTRY
PROGRAMMES
NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE IN
CARPENTRY
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Learn to carry out carpentry tasks
within a variety of construction
projects on campus. You’ll develop a
sound knowledge of the carpentry
industry, learn to identify, select and
correctly install the right building
materials and fastening systems.

BACHELOR OF
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
(BUILDING)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Develop the skills to plan, implement
and monitor a building project. You will
also explore aspects of sustainable
building technology practices and
integrate this knowledge within a
New Zealand setting.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 20,553

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

>Further study in the Bachelor of Applied
Technology
>Apprentice carpenter
>Assistant tradesperson

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Unitec’s Certificate in Applied Technology
(Carpentry) with an average grade of B or
higher
OR a portfolio of evidence showing similar
knowledge and skills (see website for
details)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Building manager
>Project manager
>Property developer
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STUDY / CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
Unitec’s construction management courses give you the skills and knowledge to
plan and run building projects. You’ll learn how to put together a building programme,
schedule activities on a construction site and coordinate the supply of materials
and machinery.
It is the perfect preparation for projects that can involve hundreds of workers and millions of dollars in materials. If you
are already in the industry, we can develop your skills in team leadership and complex problem solving.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Graduate Diploma in
Construction Project
Management
New Zealand Diploma in Construction
(Construction Management)
Bachelor of Construction
New Zealand Diploma in Construction
(Quantity Surveying)

(Construction Economics,
Construction Management,
Property Development)

New Zealand Diploma in
Architectural Technology

IT'S PERFECT
PREPARATION
FOR PROJECTS
THAT CAN
INVOLVE
HUNDREDS
OF WORKERS
AND MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS.

STUDY / CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
PROGRAMMES
NEW ZEALAND DIPLOMA
IN ARCHITECTURAL
TECHNOLOGY
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Want a career as an architectural
technologist? Using the latest
technologies they work alongside
architects to turn design concepts
into the documents used to construct
a building. The New Zealand Diploma
in Architectural Technology will give
you the skills to design and produce
construction documentation for both
residential and commercial buildings.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,264

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

If you want to study further at Unitec,
you can cross-credit 1 year towards the
Bachelor of Construction.

NEW ZEALAND DIPLOMA
IN CONSTRUCTION
(CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Acquire the skills to manage the
construction of a variety of building
projects, develop an understanding of
resource planning, control and manage
systems. Develop the ability to deal
with clients, builders, sub-contractors
and authorities. You also gain a
thorough grounding in construction
technology, management and control.

NEW ZEALAND DIPLOMA
IN CONSTRUCTION
(QUANTITY SURVEYING)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This diploma has been designed in
consultation with the construction
industry, to give you the skills
to manage financial aspects of
construction projects. Find out how to
measure and estimate building work,
and how to cost, price and tender
for projects. Learn to undertake the
financial administration and cost
control of projects under construction.

>Architectural technician
>Architectural designer
>Senior architectural designer
>Architect
>Interior designer
>Urban designer
>Landscape architect
>Design manager
>Consultant design practice owner

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,840

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

>Contract manager
>Project manager
>Site manager
If you want to study further at Unitec,
you can cross-credit 1 year towards the
Bachelor of Construction.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,840

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths to NZ Year 12 or equivalent

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Consultant quantity surveyor
>Contract administrator
>Contract quantity surveyor
If you want to study further at Unitec,
you can cross-credit 1 year towards the
Bachelor of Construction.
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STUDY / CONSTRUCTION

BACHELOR OF
CONSTRUCTION
(CONSTRUCTION ECONOMICS)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain an understanding of how
to estimate and plan the cost of
a construction project, manage
payments and ensure the project is
completed within budget. Develop
the technical and applied knowledge
required to provide cost advice at all
stages of a construction project.

BACHELOR OF
CONSTRUCTION
(CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain an in-depth understanding
of quality, people and production
management. You will also develop
the technical skills to schedule
activities and resources on
construction projects. In your final
year you apply what you have learnt to
a remote or international project.

BACHELOR OF
CONSTRUCTION
(PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Learn to develop a property from the
initial concept to project completion
and sale. Understand of the valuation
and management of property and
portfolios, and learn to identify and
develop project opportunities. You
could use your knowledge of property
investment and development to work
with property managers,
banks and major corporate
organisations, specialising in large
commercial developments or
residential properties.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
IN CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
COURSE DESCRIPTION
If you want to move into management
positions in the construction sector,
you will learn to apply project
management knowledge to the
construction industry to ensure
contracts are completed on time and
on budget.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,100

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths to NZ Year 12 or equivalent

>Commercial manager
>Construction quantity surveyor
>Consultant quantity surveyor
>Project manager
>Property financial adviser

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,100

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths to NZ Year 12 or equivalent

>Construction site manger
>Project planner
>Project manager
>Property developer

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 23,100

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths to NZ Year 12 or equivalent

>Commercial property manager
>Project manager
>Property consultant
>Property developer
>Company owner

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

120

1+ years

Feb/Jul

NZD 22,260

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
CV
Evidence of related work experience
Bachelor in same or similar discipline
(B.E. Civil, B.Tech Civil, B. Arch, QS,
Project management etc)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Site manager
>Project manager
>Construction manager

CIVIL ENGINEERING

PLAN AND
OVERSEE THE
BUILDING OF
STRUCTURES
THAT KEEP OUR
CITY MOVING.

ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
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STUDY / CIVIL ENGINEERING

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Our construction and civil engineering programmes are designed to meet the market
demand. Of construction managers and engineers who can plan, cost, organise and
manage construction and engineering contracts.
Many of our staff are Chartered Professional Engineers and members of IPENZ (The Institution of Professional Engineers
New Zealand) and lots of them work in the industry. It means you learn the current best practice, which is one of the
reasons Unitec graduates are now in senior roles in New Zealand and across the globe.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

New Zealand Diploma
in Surveying
Bachelor of Engineering
Technology (Civil)
New Zealand Diploma in
Engineering (Civil)
1.5 years of cross-credits into the
Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Civil)

MEET
MAHLON BONGA
FROM VANUATU
BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (CIVIL)

I really enjoyed studying at Unitec. The learning style is a
bit different to the level we have here in Vanuatu. The
learning at Unitec is set out in a way where students can
easily cope with their studies and at the same time enjoy
themselves. The lecturers here are always helpful.
They are always available to help assist students with
any difficulties they encounter during their studies.
The courses here at Unitec teach students exactly what
they need to know when working which is awesome.

STUDY / CIVIL ENGINEERING

CIVIL ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMES
NEW ZEALAND
DIPLOMA IN
SURVEYING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Land surveyors have to be skilled
in both measurement and resource
management. They collect and
analyse information about land,
water and other natural resources,
and help manage our environment by
mapping the earth and the sea floor,
establishing property boundaries,
and providing accurate data for
engineering works. The New Zealand
Diploma in Surveying prepares you for
this varied career.

NEW ZEALAND
DIPLOMA IN
ENGINEERING

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths to NZ Year 12 or equivalent

>Engineering surveyor
>Survey project manager
>Surveyor
>Tunnelling and mining surveyor

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,840

(CIVIL)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Explore civil engineering concepts,
contract administration and
construction practice. You'll gain
a solid understanding of water
engineering, structural engineering
and road infrastructure, and perfect
your civil and structural drafting skills.

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths to NZ Year 12 or equivalent
Physics (recommended)

>Engineering laboratory
>Operation and management
>Civil or structural engineering
employment with a civil engineering
contractor
>Site and project engineer

There is great demand for technically
trained engineers worldwide, in
particular those with a specialisation,
so the diploma allows you to focus on
structures, fluids or transportation.

BACHELOR OF
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,420

(CIVIL)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain an understanding of computer
modelling techniques, civil
engineering project management,
engineering materials and structures,
contract administration and
construction practices. Specialise
in land development, geotechnical
engineering, road and traffic
engineering, structural engineering
or water engineering. Unitec is
supported by the Institution of
Professional Engineers NZ (IPENZ).

REQUIREMENTS:
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.0 (6.0 writing & speaking,
5.5 listening & reading) or equivalent
Maths to NZ Year 13 or equivalent
Physics to NZ Year 13 or equivalent

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Civil engineer (design)
>Civil engineering project and/or
construction manager
>Geotechnical engineer
>Roading transportation Engineer
>Structural engineer
>Water/environmental engineer
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TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY & ELECTROTECHNOLOGY

MECHANICS
AND AUTO
ELECTRICIANS
ARE NEEDED
ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY TO
SERVICE AN
INDUSTRY THAT
IS GROWING.

ENGINEERING
VEHICLE SYSTEMS AND MATERIALS
TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY AND ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
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STUDY / TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY AND ELECTROTECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT
TECHNOLOGY AND
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
Transport Technology: Find out how international trends affect national decisions
about automotive applications. Learn about transport efficiency, sustainability
issues and vehicle systems diagnosis.
Develop an understanding of how to run a small business and manage projects. You'll also improve your communication
and problem-solving skills.

Electrotechnology: Learn to keep pace with the ever-changing technology in the
field of electrical and electronics engineering.
This programme helps you discover what it takes to develop, engineer and service electrical and electronics equipment.
Learn to use materials, tools and equipment skilfully and safely when you study at Unitec.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Certificate in Applied Technology
(Automotive Engineering / Autotronics)

Bachelor of Applied Technology
(Automotive Engineering)

Bachelor of Applied Technology
(Electrotechnology)

New Zealand Diploma in Engineering
(Electrical)

Bachelor of Engineering Technology
(Electrical)

1.5 years of cross-credits into the Bachelor of
Engineering Technology (Electrical)

MEET
ABHINAV SINGH
FROM INDIA
BACHELOR OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
(AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING)

I became the perfect student and didn't miss any
chance once I enrolled at Unitec! I completed the
CAT (automotive) programme with an 'A' average
and now I'm studying towards the bachelors degree.
Automotive studies has always been my dream
and the study environment here is great and the
lecturing staff helped me whenever I asked them.

STUDY / TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY AND ELECTROTECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT
TECHNOLOGY AND
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE IN
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
(AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Find out how to carry out general
repairs on engines, transmissions,
brakes, steering and suspension, and
fuel and electronic control systems.

CERTIFICATE IN
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
(AUTOTRONICS)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain an insight into basic motor vehicle
mechanical systems, and learn to
find faults and diagnose automotive
electronic problems.

NEW ZEALAND DIPLOMA
IN ENGINEERING
(ELECTRICAL)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is an industry-recognised
qualification that allows you
to focus on one of two areas:
electronics or power. You’ll gain an
in-depth understanding of electrical
engineering theory and practice
and will develop the knowledge
and skills to work as an engineering
technician on construction sites and in
engineering workplaces.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 20,553

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

>Further study at Unitec
>Apprentice Mechanic

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

120

1 year

Feb/Jul

NZD 20,553

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)

>Further study at Unitec
>Apprentice Auto Electrician

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

240

2 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,840

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths to the equivalent of NZ Year 12

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Computer engineer
>Control systems engineer
>Electrical engineer
>Electrical services engineer
>Electronics engineer
>Marine electronics engineer
>Power systems engineer
>Robotics engineer
>Telecommunications engineer
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STUDY / TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY AND ELECTROTECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF APPLIED
TECHNOLOGY
(AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Keep up with the advances in
automotive technology and find
out how international trends affect
national decisions about automotive
applications. Learn about transport
efficiency and sustainability issues,
and vehicle systems diagnosis. Learn
to be innovative and gain the skills to
confidently apply your knowledge in a
wide range of situations. Develop an
understanding of how to run a small
business and manage projects. You'll
also improve your communication and
problem-solving skills.

BACHELOR OF APPLIED
TECHNOLOGY
(ELECTROTECHNOLOGY)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Discover what it takes to develop,
engineer and service electrical
and electronic equipment. Gain an
understanding of control engineering,
electrical and electronics engineering,
and microprocessor engineering.
*Autotronic graduates will also be
considered

BACHELOR OF
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Unitec’s Certificate in Applied Technology
(Automotive Engineering/Autotronics)
OR portfolio of evidence showing similar
knowledge and skills (see website for
details)

>Car design and specialist building
>Vehicle sales and service manager

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Unitec’s Certificate in Applied Technology
(Electronics or Electrical Engineering)
OR a portfolio of evidence showing similar
knowledge and skills (see website for
details).

>Computer engineer/technologist
>Design draughtsperson
>Digital systems technologist
>Electrical engineer/technologist
>Electronics engineer/technologist
>Mechatronics engineer/
>technologist
>Project leader
>Technical manager

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,420

(ELECTRICAL)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Learn how to use your practical and
analytical skills to resolve electrical
engineering problems and acquire
in-depth knowledge of your chosen
specialisation: in either power or
electronics engineering.

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Maths and physics equivalent to NZ Year 13.
Interview (if required)
A work-based portfolio may be requested if
appropriate.
*Entry assessed also from NZDE (Electrical)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Computer engineer
>Control systems engineer
>Electrical engineer
>Electrical services engineer
>Electronics engineer
>Marine electronics engineer
>Power systems engineer
>Robotics engineer
>Telecommunications engineer

HEALTH
AND
COMMUNITY
SOCIAL PRACTICE
SOCIAL PRACTICE
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SOCIAL PRACTICE
Community and social practice roles focus on improving the quality of communities
as well as people’s lives. We teach courses in counselling, social work and
community development.
As part of your study, you will get hands-on work experience with key community and state-run organisations in all
the fields of social practice and the not- for-profit sector. All our programmes are designed to reflect the collaborative
learning where diversity is celebrated.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

Certificate in Community Skills

Bachelor of Social Practice

*Email international@unitec.ac.nz before applying, to check the availability of these programmes.

MEET
IRA NUNAG
FROM THE PHILIPPINES
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL PRACTICE

Unitec is a well-known university in New Zealand
and I believe that this campus will provide me a high
quality education that I am looking for. When I was
in the Philippines, most of my relatives and friends
in New Zealand recommend Unitec, because of its
world class facilities and teaching environment as
well as perfect place to relax, enjoy and learn.

STUDY / SOCIAL PRACTICE

SOCIAL PRACTICE
PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE IN
COMMUNITY SKILLS

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Certificate in Community Skills
helps develop the personal, social,
academic and practical skills you need
to be effective in the community in
paid or voluntary roles. Throughout
the programme, you’ll improve your
self-awareness and understanding
of community development, cultural
awareness, teamwork, group
dynamics and communication skills.

BACHELOR OF
SOCIAL PRACTICE
(SOCIAL WORK)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Want to work with your community
and make a difference to people’s
lives? Our under-graduate degree
lets you draw on your life and work
experiences as the framework for
reflective and collaborative learning,
and provides you with the generic
skills and knowledge to work in
the social work and community
development sectors.

LEVEL

CREDITS

4

60

DURATION

INTAKE

1 semester Feb/Jul

REQUIREMENTS:

TUITION FEE

NZD 10,812

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
2 reference letters/ provide contact details

>Community educator
>Community worker
>Group facilitator
>Volunteer
This programme prepares you for
further degree level study in youth
development, health promotion and
social work.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

480

4 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.5) or TOEFL
( score <575)
CV and personal statement for why you
chose this programme
Evidence of computer literacy
(achievement of a level 3 computer course,
or equivalent)
Full drivers licence by year 3(NZ licence or
acceptable international equivalent)
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)
*We only accept IELTS or TOEFL for this
programme

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Social worker
>Childcare and protection social worker
>Social worker in schools
>Health/mental health social worker
>Community developer
>Family/Whanau worker
>Social practitioner
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SPORT

YOU'LL BENEFIT
FROM AMAZING
CAMPUS
FACILITIES
INCLUDING
A STADIUM

HEALTH
AND
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STUDY / SPORT

SPORT
Do you love sport? From diet and nutrition to fitness training and sport psychology,
Unitec’s range of sport courses allow you to choose the specialisation that you are
interested in. Our programmes bring you into contact with top industry players in
sport, fitness and physical recreation as well as professional athletes.
You will also get a chance to work with various sport related organisations from school to professional level as you learn
the skills you need to teach, coach or manage sport events.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Bachelor of Sport
(Coaching, Management,
Physical Education)
Diploma in Sport
and Fitness Education
1.5 years cross credits into Bachelor of Sport

MEET
ALBERT
VILLIERME
FROM TAHITI
DIPLOMA OF SPORT
(NOW THE DIPLOMA IN SPORT AND FITNESS EDUCATION)

I first fell in love with Unitec when I went to the campus
to talk about my course. I knew that it was the place I
wanted to be. Without hesitation, I did everything to get
a spot at Unitec and have the opportunity to be taught
by one of the best tertiary schools of Aotearoa!
You never get bored at Unitec. My classmates are very
friendly and supportive, as well as our lecturers.
Everyone respects each other here. Unitec is a great
experience!

STUDY / SPORT

SPORT
PROGRAMMES
DIPLOMA IN SPORT AND
FITNESS EDUCATION
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme provides a solid
foundation for those who are
interested in further study or
employment in the sport and fitness
industry. Learn how to coach and
deliver innovative physical activity
and exercise programmes in a
variety of sport and fitness contexts,
and explore the role and place of
physical activity, health and wellness.
You'll also be introduced to sport
management and marketing concepts
and principles associated with
exercise, physical activity and sport.

BACHELOR OF SPORT
(COACHING)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme focuses on the
coaching of sport, athletes and teams.
Using our top-class facilities, you will
learn practical coaching principles,
strategies and techniques. You also
gain an insight into how nutrition
and other sports sciences can help
you improve athlete performance
and recovery.

BACHELOR OF SPORT
(MANAGEMENT)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Bachelor of Sport (Management)
provides you with the skills and
knowledge to work within this exciting
industry in specialist areas such as
events, marketing and promotion,
digital media, sport development and
sport facilities to name a few.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

6

240

2 years

REQUIREMENTS:

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/July NZD 21,624
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Ministry of Justice Third party conviction
form
Medical declaration form

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

7

360

3 years

REQUIREMENTS:

>Fitness instructor
>Outdoor pursuit instructor
>Personal trainer
>Secondary school sport coordinator
>Community sport advisor
>Sport administrator
>Community sport coach
>Regional sports trust facilitator

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/July NZD 21,624
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Police clearance certificate
Third party conviction form
Medical declaration form

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

7

360

3 years

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Police clearance certificate
Third party conviction form
Medical declaration form

>Coaching director
>Fitness centre manager
>High performance manager
>Outdoor pursuit instructor
>Personal trainer/fitness instructor
>Player/athlete development manager
>Professional sport coach
>Sport development manager
>Strength and conditioning coach

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/July NZD 21,624
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Sport marketing coordinator
>Sport facility manager
>Sponsorship manager
>Sport development manager
>Event manager
>Sport programme manager
>Sport marketing manager
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BACHELOR OF SPORT
(PHYSICAL EDUCATION)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
With this programme, you’ll spend
time developing a personal philosophy
regarding physical education, while
engaging in research and practice
in New Zealand and abroad through
both compulsory and elective courses.
When you finish this programme,
you’ll have developed a deeper
understanding of the relationship
between coaching and teaching as
well as sport, physical activity and
physical education.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

7

360

3 years

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Police clearance certificate
Third party conviction form
Medical declaration form

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/July NZD 21,624
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Physical education teacher
>Community sport educator
>Sport director
>Sport coordinator
>Community sport advisor
>Education advisor for sporting
organisations
>Community physical activity educator
In order to become a Physical Education teacher,
you need to undertake a 1-year graduate diploma
of teaching at a NZ University once you’ve
completed this degree.

STUDY / EDUCATION

EDUCATION
Are you working in education and ready to take your career to the next level? Perhaps
you want to use digital technology to get more out of your learnings? Or maybe you’re
keen to move into a leadership position? Our range of education studies courses will
build your knowledge of educational techniques, learning resources and research.
Our team have strong connections with schools, communities and educational institutions around the world and have
worked in dozens of countries, from early childhood to the university sector.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
Master of Educational
Leadership and Management

Graduate Diploma in Higher
Education

Bachelor of Teaching
(Early Childhood Education)

Postgraduate Diploma in
Educational Leadership and
Management

MEET
HNIN PWINT
SOE
FROM MYANMAR
MASTER OF EDUCATION

I have heard Unitec offers good education programmes,
so I chose Unitec for its education faculty. All my lecturers
are really helpful and full with knowledge in their area
of expertise. I have had a great learning experience
on self-discipline, time management and self-learning
which I think are essential for Postgraduate students.
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EDUCATION
PROGRAMMES
BACHELOR OF TEACHING
(EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
In this field-based, practical
programme, you will develop the skills
to become a competent, informed
and reflective early childhood teacher
who is committed to young children
and their learning and development.
We believe people learn through
participation and we value the
experience and insight you'll gain from
working in early childhood centres.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
HIGHER EDUCATION
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is an ongoing qualification
for teachers or trainers, who are
already working in this field. It helps
you work with and educate adults,
whether you're a lecturer, manager
or support staff. You will expand your
expertise in adult teaching, as well as
your understanding of educational
development, learning technologies
and educational research.

POSTGRADUATE
DIPLOMA IN
EDUCATIONAL
LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme is for current and
aspiring leaders in all education
sectors and agencies who want
to further their careers, but don't
want to commit to a full master's
degree. Advance your knowledge
of educational leadership and
management by exploring issues such
as effective educational leadership,
policy and strategy, human resources
and leadership development, and
the complexities of educational
organisations and teams.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/July

21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 7.0 (no band <7.0) or
equivalent
Be able to work in a licensed ECE centre for
a minimum of 12 hours per week
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)

>Early childhood teacher or
head teacher
>Home-based caregiver
>Manager in an early childhood education
centre

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

120

1 year

Feb/July

21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Bachelor’s degree (we also consider
Diploma and relevant experience on
a case by case basis)
CV

Teaching evening classes, supporting
adult refugees as they learn English or be
involved in training within your company/
organization

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

8

60

1 year

Feb/July

23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.5) or
equivalent
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
discipline
Minimum of three years of work experience
in an educational organisation that includes
management responsibilities as well as
teaching
CV

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Gain the knowledge and understanding
needed to advance your leadership career
in the education sector.
Does not lead to teacher registration.

STUDY / EDUCATION

MASTER OF
EDUCATIONAL
LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is a comprehensive, yet
self-contained professional
development programme.
Explore effective educational
leadership of and for learning,
policy and strategy, leading
and developing others,and
the complexities of
educational organisations.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

2 years

Feb/July

23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP (see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.5) or
equivalent
Bachelor’s degree in the same or similar
discipline
Minimum of three years of work experience
in an educational organisation that includes
management responsibilities as well as
teaching
CV

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Gain the knowledge and understanding
needed to advance your leadership career
in the education sector.
Does not lead to teacher registration.
Doing the Postgraduate Programme first is
recommended

>Educational leader or manager
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A NURSING
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STUDY / HEALTH

HEALTH
Our core focus is on health, wellness and modern healthcare. Students are taught in a
learning environment which prepares them for a highly sought after profession both
in New Zealand and overseas.
Students are supported through their studies by passionate, knowledgeable staff who have real-world,
first –hand experience.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY

National Certificate in
Mental Health and
Addiction Support*
*Email international@unitec.ac.nz before
applying, to check the availability of
these programmes.

Diploma in Enrolled Nursing

Nursing in Aotearoa

Bachelor of Applied Science
(Human Biology)

Master of Osteopathy

Bachelor of Nursing

Bachelor of Health Science
(Medical Imaging)**

Bachelor of Health and
Social Development
(Youth Development /
Health Promotion)

MEET
GAJANAN
DESHMUKH
FROM INDIA
MASTER OF OSTEOPATHY

My experience at Unitec is totally different where
learning is mostly dependent on self with some
directives from teachers. I also experienced magic of
group learning here at Unitec. My teachers have been
wonderful who not only have good knowledge in their
respective fields but also have great teaching skills.

STUDY / HEALTH

HEALTH
PROGRAMMES
NATIONAL CERTIFICATE
IN MENTAL HEALTH AND
ADDICTION SUPPORT
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain an understanding of what
contributes to being mentally unwell,
develop the skills you need to help
support those who need mental
health or addiction support and learn
how to meet the needs of mental
health consumers in Aotearoa to the
highest standard.

NURSING IN AOTEAROA

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course is for overseas nurses
seeking New Zealand Nursing Council
recognition. It will provide students
with the skills and knowledge to
nurse within the New Zealand
health context.
To apply for this course, please email
Unitec Student Central at
study@unitec.ac.nz.

DIPLOMA IN
ENROLLED NURSING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This information is under review at time
of publication. Please refer to the website
for more detailed information.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

120

1 year

Jul

NZD 21,264

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Current First Aid certificate from an OSH
approved source
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Ministry of Justice third party consent form

LEVEL

CREDITS

4

120

DURATION

>Mental health and addition support
worker

INTAKE

12 weeks May/Oct

REQUIREMENTS:

TUITION FEE

NZD 7,033.20

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Certificate of Proficiency online application.
Certified copy of a letter from the Nursing
Council of New Zealand
CV
Care worker course.
International Police clearance
Request for Criminal Conviction History Form
completed
Medical Declaration form (link will be emailed).
Self-Declaration form (link will be emailed).
Referees detail form (link will be emailed).
Confidential Reference Request (link will be
emailed).
Completed Information Sheet
Health screening results and declaration of
Fitness to Practice form (signed by doctor).
This may be completed and submitted
following acceptance.

>Nursing in New Zealand

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

120

See website

See website

NZD 21,264

REQUIREMENTS:
Country Specific Criteria
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.5) or
equivalent
Current First Aid certificate from an OSH
approved source
Medical declaration form
Medical certificate of health/clearance to
practise
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)
Be able to participate in the practical
aspects of this course

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Any discipline within the private and
public sectors of the healthcare system
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BACHELOR OF
APPLIED SCIENCE
(HUMAN BIOLOGY)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Interested in a career in osteopathy?
Study core biosciences – anatomy and
physiology, and clinical sciences like
pathology and osteopathic principles
and techniques. Observe experienced
osteopaths at our on-campus
Osteopathy Clinic. This course is
endorsed by the Osteopathic Council
of New Zealand and leads to the
Master of Osteopathy.

BACHELOR OF
HEALTH SCIENCE
(MEDICAL IMAGING)**

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This programme provides you with
the theoretical and clinical knowledge
to work as a Medical Imaging
Technologist (MIT). Learn to safely
use radiation to obtain images for
diagnostic use.

BACHELOR OF
NURSING **
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Develop the skills to become a
competent Registered Nurse and an
effective member of the healthcare
team. You will learn to assess, manage
and communicate effectively with
patients in hospitals and the local
community. This programme is
approved by the Nursing Council of
New Zealand.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb

NZD 21,200

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SOP (see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Interview (May be required)
Declarations and police clearance
certificates (if applicant successfully meets
other requirements)

Continue in the Master of Osteopathy
before applying to become a registered
osteopath.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

2018

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Current First Aid certificate from an OSH
approved source
Be able to participate in all clinical aspects
of the programme
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)

>Registered medical radiation technologist
>Medical imaging technologist (requires
registration with MRTB)

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb 2018

NZD 21,624

REQUIREMENTS:
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English : IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.5) or
equivalent
Be able to participate in all clinical aspects
of the programme
Current First Aid certificate from an OSH
approved source
Provide immune status evidence
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Charge nurse
>District nurse
>Nurse educator
>Plunket nurse
>Practice nurse
>Public health nurse
>Staff nurse

**Next available intake- February, 2018. Applications must be submitted by 1 September 2017

STUDY / HEALTH

BACHELOR OF
HEALTH AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,624

(YOUTH ADDICTION SUPPORT)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Note: This programme is subject to NZQA
accreditation.

This programme will support you to
develop the specialist knowledge
needed to work alongside young
people who are experiencing
difficulties with addictions. You’ll
get a solid grounding of how to work
with young people facing a variety of
problematic behaviours, particularly
as an advocate/facilitator, as well as
building your understanding of human
rights and social justice.

BACHELOR OF
HEALTH AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

7

360

3 years

>Addictions practitioner (AOD - Alcohol
and other drugs)
>Youth worker in a variety of settings
>Emerging opportunities in the youth
justice sector
>School-based social services

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

Feb/July NZD 21,624

(HEALTH PROMOTION)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This major equips you with the skills
and knowledge to improve health for
communities and individuals, through
engaging with health education,
health programmes, policy and
law. You'll develop practice-based
knowledge and application through
face-to-face and online learning, and
confidently confront a wide-range of
health issues in complex, culturally
diverse contexts.

MASTER OF
OSTEOPATHY
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Gain the skills to become a safe and
competent osteopathic practitioner
who can provide patient management
and care within a multi-cultural
environment. Further your ability to
engage in critical reflective practice,
scholarly debate and research, and
learn to critically assess your own
performance. You'll also find out
how to locate and integrate
healthcare information to the
benefit of the patient.
Students who are applying to Unitec with
another relevant degree (eg physiotherapy)
can be considered for fast-track study.

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 6.5 (no band <6.0) or
equivalent
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)

>Family support worker
>Health promoter
>Population health advisor
>Community health worker

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

9

240

2 years

Feb

NZD 23,562

REQUIREMENTS:
SOP for mature students or those from a
different field (see pg. 103)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
English: IELTS 7.0 (no band <7.0) or
equivalent
Unitec’s Bachelor of Applied Science
(Human Biology) degree
OR undergraduate degree in the same
discipline with “B” average (please provide
official course descriptions in English along
with the transcripts)
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)
Demonstrate clinical and professional
aptitude

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Registered osteopath
>Osteopathic education and research
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OUR ANIMAL
CARE COURSES
ARE ALWAYS
IN DEPTH AND
RELEVANT
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND
ANIMAL SCIENCES
Looking for a career working with animals or protecting the world’s natural
environment? Unitec’s Environmental and Animal Sciences Practice Pathway
Group is a team made up of staff with a passion for everything relating to animals
and the environment.
Whether you’re interested in studying an animal care programme, a conservation qualification or how we communicate
about science, we’ve got a place for you.

PROGRAMME
PATHWAY
New Zealand Certificate
in Animal Technology
(Veterinary Nursing
Assistant)

New Zealand Diploma in
Veterinary Nursing

Bachelor of Applied Science
(Animal Management and Welfare,
Biodiversity Management, Science
Communication )

New Zealand Certificate
in Animal Care
New Zealand Certificate
in Animal Management
(Canine Behaviour and
Training, Companion Animals)

MEET
AYESHA
BEYERSBERGER
FROM CANADA
BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE

I chose Unitec with an eagerness to take advantage
of the extensive resources, learn from the
renowned professors, and work alongside people
from different countries and backgrounds.

STUDY / ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANIMAL SCIENCES

ENIVRONMENTAL AND
ANIMAL SCIENCES
PROGRAMMES
NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE
IN ANIMAL CARE
COURSE DESCRIPTION
We cover all aspects of care including
health, hygiene, behaviour and
handling. We give you the knowledge
and skills to care for a wide range
of animals in a variety of settings.
The successful completion of this
certificate will give you the academic
admission requirements for all higher
level animal programmes at Unitec.

NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE IN
ANIMAL MANAGEMENT

LEVEL

CREDITS

3

60

DURATION

INTAKE

1 semester Feb/July

REQUIREMENTS:

TUITION FEE

NZD 10,200

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Biology Year 11 or equivalent is preferred

>Animal minder in a range of animal
facilities
>Boarding kennel or cattery attendant
>Petshop assistant
>Veterinary nurse assistant
>Wildlife rehabilitation aide
>Facility assistant for SPCA
>Pet supply sales representative

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

4

120

1 year

Feb

NZD 20,553

(CANINE BEHAVIOUR AND TRAINING,
COMPANION ANIMALS)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Explore the basics of animal
health, husbandry, conservation
and behaviour across a range of
animals. Delve into their anatomy
and physiology. Develop an
awareness of the social, ethical and
environmental issues that impact
animal management. Apply your
knowledge and understanding of
what you are learning in self-selected
work placements.

NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATE IN
ANIMAL TECHNOLOGY

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Animal Clinic Care (Reference confirming at
least 3 days’ experience in a vet clinic)

>Animal welfare organisations
>Animal control
>kennel/Cattery
>Pet stores
>Doggy daycare

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

5

120

1 year

Feb

NZD 21,624

(VETERINARY NURSING ASSISTANT)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This is a hands-on programme that
teaches the practical skills, knowledge
and attributes needed to help assist
with the care of animals in a clinical
environment. You will be able to put
your skills into practice in Unitec’s
veterinary simulation clinic as
well as during placements at
veterinary clinics.

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Ministry of Justice third party consent form
Medical declaration form

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Veterinary nurse assistant
(NZ or overseas veterinary clinics)
>Animal shelter/rescue centre employee
>Kennel/cattery employee
>Pet product industry representative
>Laboratory animal assistant
>Own business options such as
pet minding, product retail, etc.
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NEW ZEALAND
DIPLOMA IN
VETERINARY NURSING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Through demonstrations, practical
sessions, group work, small group
tutorials and real life case studies,
you'll learn how to manage patients
and clients, and contribute to the
treatment and care of animals.
There are plenty of opportunities to
put theory into practice at external
veterinary clinics across New Zealand
and at Unitec’s on-campus veterinary
facilities including our veterinary
simulation clinic, Vet Care Unitec (our
fully functioning vet clinic), or the
on-site specialist veterinary hospital,
Veterinary Specialist Group.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

6

120

1 year

Feb

NZD 21,420

REQUIREMENTS:

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
New Zealand Certificate in Animal
Technology (Veterinary Nursing Assistant)
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Ministry of Justice third party consent form
Medical declaration form

>Qualified veterinary nurse (with
opportunities to advance to senior levels)
>Veterinary clinic practice manager
>Pet food company representative
>Veterinary supply company
representative
>Pharmaceutical company representative
>Laboratory animal manager
>Laboratory animal technician
>Breeding centre manager

You MUST complete the New Zealand
Certificate in Animal Technology
(Veterinary Nursing Assistant) before
you apply for this programme.

BACHELOR OF
APPLIED SCIENCE
(ANIMAL MANAGEMENT AND WELFARE,
BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT, SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Animal Management and
Welfare major offers a holistic
approach to animal management,
integrating theoretical concepts with
practical application in both simulated
and real-world situations.
The Biodiversity Management
major gives you practical skills to
deal with conservation issues and
sustainable management of land,
animals and plant life.
The Science Communication major
gives you technical knowledge in
the biological sciences and the skills
to communicate what you learn to a
wider audience.

LEVEL

CREDITS

DURATION

INTAKE

TUITION FEE

7

360

3 years

Feb/Jul

NZD 21,200

REQUIREMENTS:
English (see pg. 104)
Country Specific Criteria (see pg. 105)
Be able to participate in all clinical aspects
of the programme
Self-declaration of criminal convictions and
medical conditions form
Consent to a Safety Check (see website)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
>Animal welfare scientific officer
>Animal behaviour consultant
>Biosecurity officer
>Fisheries officer
>Geographic information systems (GIS)
analyst
>MPI quarantine officer
>Regional parks manager
>Animal behaviour consultant
>Animal welfare consultant

03.

LIVE
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
LIVING AND WORKING IN NEW ZEALAND
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DID YOU KNOW,
OUR INTERNATIONAL
GRADUATES FIND JOBS

86%
83%
69%

of our international graduates are in paid work
or work full time.
of our international graduates in paid work
currently have one job.
of our international graduates found their job within
three months of completion of their qualification.
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FINDING
EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
DURING AND AFTER
YOUR STUDIES
OUR GRADUATES FIND JOBS!

LIVING COSTS
IN AUCKLAND
Estimated living costs
per academic year

We make sure you graduate with the professional and
vocational skills that employers need in New Zealand
and overseas .The practical experience you can bring to
the workplace will be invaluable, no matter where in the
world you go.

NZD $8k - $12k

NZD $6,000

NZD $2,500

NZD $3,000

STUDENT VISA WORK RIGHTS

NZD $1,000

During your studies, if you are eligible to work 20 hours
per week part time or full time (40 hours per week)
during schedule school breaks and summer vacation,
Immigration New Zealand (INZ) will include this condition
on your Student Visa. This also allows you to work full
time (40 hours) during Unitec holidays. Terms and
conditions apply. See immigration New Zealand website.

POST STUDY WORK VISA (OPEN)
Once you have completed your studies you might be
eligible for a post study work visa. Please check with the
visa administrator or the New Zealand Immigration
website for more information.

INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT (IRD)
You must apply to the IRD for a tax number if you want
to apply for a job in New Zealand. Visit www.ird.govt.nz
for more information.

Accomodation

Food

Insurance

Miscellaneous

Textbooks

Other living costs
NZD $20 - $40

NZD $10 - $15

NZD $120

NZD $4

NZD $1.80

NZD$1,000

NZD $16 - $20

NZD $1,500

Phone costs

Public transportation

Single stage bus cost

Movie ticket

Average meal

General size coffee

Clothing

Entertainment

WORKING IN NEW ZEALAND
There are all sorts of part-time jobs in Auckland that you
can apply for. Employers in New Zealand must abide by
the law when hiring staff, so make sure you know what
your rights are – see http://dol.govt.nz/er/.
Minimum wage, at the time of printing is NZ$15.25 per hour.
You will be taxed on your earnings but any job offer you get must

81%

International graduates were particularly
satisfied with the technical skills they had
gained in their programme.

75%

of graduates felt their programme
successfully provided them with
people skills.

70%

of graduates felt their programme
successfully provided them with practical skills.

70%

of graduates felt their programme
successfully provided them with
technology skills.

81%

of graduates felt their programme
successfully provided them with technical skills.
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PASTORAL CARE, VISA
AND INSURANCE

MEDICAL AND TRAVEL
INSURANCE

at least be this amount. If you’re not sure, please check with the
International Office.

website www.immigration.govt.nz.

CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE PASTORAL
CARE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Unitec is a signatory to the Code of Practice for the
Pastoral Care of International Students published by the
Ministry of Education. The Code sets out the minimum
standards of advice and care that are expected of
educational providers in relation to international
students. The Code applies to pastoral care and provision
of information only, and not to academic standards. Copies
of the Code are available from the New Zealand Ministry
of Education website at www.minedu.govt.nz/ goto/
international.

Travel and medical insurance is a New Zealand
Government requirement and compulsory for all
international students studying in New Zealand. It is also
a requirement of your Student Visa. Most international
students are not entitled to publicly funded health
services while in New Zealand. If you receive medical
treatment during your visit, you may be liable for the full
costs of that treatment. Unitec will place insurance for
you relevant to your enrolment and charged to your
student account. If you are providing an alternative
Unitec approved insurance, it must be emailed to

If you need to chat with someone from Unitec in regards
to your student journey here, please contact our
International Student Support Team:

PART TIME
STUDIES

studentsupport@unitec.ac.nz or
0800 108 510

International students who are currently offshore
wanting to apply for part time studies are unlikely to
get a student visa.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION APPEAL
AUTHORITY (IEAA)

International students who currently hold a valid visa in
New Zealand might be able to apply for part time studies
at Unitec.

The IEAA is an independent body established to deal with
complaints from international students about the pastoral
care aspects of advice and services received from their
education provider or the provider’s agents. The IEAA
enforces the standards in the Code of Practice. You can
contact the IEAA by emailing info.ieaa@minedu.govt.nz or
calling +649 374 5481.

ORGANISING YOUR STUDENT VISA
As an international student, you are required by law to
hold and provide Unitec with a valid visa and comply with
your visa conditions for the duration of your study at
Unitec. It is important to apply for your student visa
at least 4 weeks in advance since in some cases the
application process may take more than a month.
If you do not hold a valid student visa or fail to provide
one, your student account may be suspended, your
programme of study may be withdrawn and enrolment
may be cancelled. You can find out more about applying
for your visa by visiting the New Zealand Immigration

For more information
Please email studentvisa@unitec.ac.nz or visit https://
www.immigration.govt.nz/new-zealand-visas/apply-for-a-visa/about-visa/full-fee-paying-studentvisa.

04.

APPLY

READY TO EMBARK ON AN EXCITING AND EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY WITH UNITEC?
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APPLICATION
TO UNITEC
insurance@unitec.ac.nz at least two weeks before
the International orientation.

Selected your course? Ready to embark on an exciting and educational journey with
Unitec? Your next step will be to apply with us. We suggest that you start this process
at least three months before your semester start date.
The following pages contain information about admission requirements and how to apply. Please read these before
completing an application. We strongly recommended applying online for a faster response. If you complete the paper
application form, please only return the actual application form to Unitec (not the information pages that precede it).

To start your application process, go to www.applynow.unitec.ac.nz/#
ACADEMIC ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The academic entry requirements may differ from programme to programme. Please refer to the specific programme
and the Unitec website for more detailed information about the requirements for each programme, including the special
admission criteria, or contact the International Office for assistance.

If you have completed your schooling in New Zealand,
please check the Unitec website www.unitec.ac.nz for
the NCEA credits required for your programme. If your
qualification(s) come from a country other than New Zealand, please also refer to the Country-specific criteria (see
pg. 105) for a general guideline.

TO ASSESS ALL APPLICATIONS,
WE REQUIRE THESE STANDARD
DOCUMENTS:
A completed application form, signed by the applicant
Passport ID page, showing name and date of birth
Secondary / high school transcripts
Tertiary / university / college transcripts (if relevant)
Graduation or completion certificates confirming the
qualification has been completed

FOR GRADUATE, POSTGRADUATE, AND
MASTERS APPLICATIONS, WE ALSO
REQUIRE THESE DOCUMENTS:
Statement of purpose (SOP) giving your motivation
for study, career goals etc (see below for more details)
(see pg. 103)
Up-to-date CV showing your past study, work history
(paid, part-time, voluntary etc), interests etc
References confirming your work experience, if

available (some programmes require work experience
and applications for these will not be assessed until
the references are provided – please refer to the
programme’s details in this prospectus or on Unitec’s
website for more details)

FOR ARCHITECTURE AND CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES APPLICATIONS, WE ALSO
REQUIRE:
Portfolio showing a collection of your best
recent work, presented as jpeg/ pdf files or a
PowerPoint slideshow
Applicants in NZ may be able to bring the portfolio to
an interview if an interview is required but it is best
to provide an electronic copy with the application for
initial assessment.
For hints and tips about putting portfolios together,
please see www.unitec.ac.nz/application-andfunding/admission-requirements/portfolios.
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DEFINITION OF ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS:
PORTFOLIO
Applicants in New Zealand may be able to bring the
portfolio to an interview if an interview is required but it
is best to provide an electronic copy with the application
for initial assessment. For hints and tips about putting
portfolios together, please see www.unitec.ac.nz/
application-and-funding/admission-requirements/
portfolios.

CV (CURRICULUM VITAE) OR RESUME
Up-to-date CV showing your past study, work history
(paid, part-time or voluntary) and interests.

RELEVANT WORK-RELATED REFERENCE
LETTERS
Reference letters from an employer describing your
work background, the nature of the work and how
you performed as an employee, NOT letters of
employment or employment contracts.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE (SOP)
The SOP is a ONE PAGE summary of your future plans/
career goals, interests for study etc. The purpose of
an SOP is to help us check what you want to learn and
whether the programme provides this.
An SOP should include:
Your name (and your Unitec ID number if you have it),
the Unitec programme you want to study and
your motivation for applying – in other words:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What interests you about this programme or
area of study?
What do you hope to get out of your study?
Some thoughts about your future plans –
you could tell us about:
Further study you might be planning to do after
completing this programme
Whether you want to work in New Zealand (or in
another country) afterwards;
What kind of work you think you might like to do

You can mention your work experience if relevant, but full
details should go on your CV or résumé.
An SOP should NOT:
Include paragraphs or lists of courses from
Unitec’s website (or other websites promoting
New Zealand)
•
•

Paragraphs copied from SOPs other students
have written
You can mention your work experience if
relevant, but full details should go on your CV.

This applies to Design,
Architecture, and Performing
and Screen Arts programmes;
This applies to Graduate,
Postgraduate, and Masters
qualifications;
This applies to Graduate,
Postgraduate, and Masters
qualifications;
This applies to Graduate,
Postgraduate, and Masters
qualifications.
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ENGLISH ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Minimum english language entry requirements policy for international students for
whom english is not their first language.
CERTIFICATE (LEVEL 3)
NZCEL

IELTS (ACADEMIC)

PTE (ACADEMIC)

TOEFL (iBT)

TOEFL (pBT)

CAMBRIDGE

NZCEL (Level 3) with
endorsement of either
General or Workplace
or Academic.

5.5 with no score
lower than 5.0

36 with no
score lower
than 36

Score of 35
(writing 20)

Score of 500
(essay 4 TWE)

FCE or FCE for Schools with a
score of 154. No less than 154 in
each skill.
OET at Grade C in all sub-tests

CERTIFICATE (LEVEL 4)
NZCEL

IELTS (ACADEMIC)

PTE (ACADEMIC)

TOEFL (iBT)

TOEFL (pBT)

CAMBRIDGE

NZCEL (Level 3) with
endorsement of either
General or Workplace
or Academic.

5.5 with no score
lower than 5.0

42 with no
score lower
than 36

Score of 46
(writing 20)

Score of 530
(essay 4.5 TWE)

FCE or FCE for schools with a score
of 162.No less than 154 in each
skill.
OET at Grade C in all sub-tests.

CERTIFICATE (LEVEL 5) & DIPLOMA (LEVEL 5)
NZCEL

IELTS (ACADEMIC)

PTE (ACADEMIC)

TOEFL (iBT)

TOEFL (pBT)

CAMBRIDGE

NZCEL (Academic)
(Level 4)

5.5 with no score
lower than 5.0

42 with no
score lower
than 36

Score of 46
(writing 20)

Score of 550
(essay 5 TWE)

FCE or FCE for schools with a score
of 162. No less than 154 in each
skill.
OET at Grade C in all sub-tests.

CERTIFICATE (LEVEL 6 OR 7) & DIPLOMA (LEVEL 6 OR 7) & BACHELOR DEGREE (LEVEL 7)
NZCEL

IELTS (ACADEMIC)

PTE (ACADEMIC)

TOEFL (iBT)

TOEFL (pBT)

CAMBRIDGE

NZCEL (Academic)
(Level 4)

6.0 with no score
lower than 5.5

50 with no
score lower
than 42

Score of 60
(writing 20)

Score of 550
(essay 5 TWE)

FCE, or FCE for schools, or CAE, or
CPE with a score of 169. No less
than 162 in each skill.
OET at Grade C in all sub-tests.

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE ⁄ DIPLOMA (LEVEL 7)
NZCEL

IELTS (ACADEMIC)

PTE (ACADEMIC)

TOEFL (iBT)

TOEFL (pBT)

CAMBRIDGE

NZCEL (Academic)
(Level 5)

6.5 with a min
band score of
6 (reading and
writing) and 5.5
(speaking and
listening)

58 with score
of at least 50
(reading &
writing) and
42 (speaking &
listening)

Score of
60(writing 20)

Score of
550(essay 5
TWE)

FCE, or FCE for schools, or CAE, or
CPE with a score of 169. No less
than 162 in each skill.
OET at Grade C in all sub-tests.

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE ⁄ DIPLOMA (LEVEL 8) & MASTER DEGREE (LEVEL 9) & DOCTORATE (LEVEL 10)
NZCEL

IELTS (ACADEMIC)

PTE (ACADEMIC)

TOEFL (iBT)

TOEFL (pBT)

CAMBRIDGE

NZCEL (Academic)
(Level 5)

6.5 with no band
score lower
than 6

58 with no
score lower
than 50

Score of 79
(writing 21)

Score of 590
(essay 5.5 TWE)

CAE or CPE with a score of 176. No
less than 169 in each skill.
OET at Grade B in all sub-tests.

•

The listed outcomes represent the minimum scores for each test or qualification that qualify a student for enrolment at each
programme level. Students with higher scores than required for a particular programme level may still enrol at that level.

•

IELTS and PTE scores used must be taken from a single Test Report Form. (i.e. Combining scores from more than one test is not
permissible)

•

These scores represent general guidelines. Individual programmes may have different scores as reflected in the programme
regulations. Please refer to the Unitec website for more information/specific requirements.
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COUNTRY SPECIFIC CRITERIA

COUNTRY

PRE-DEGREE
(CERTIFICATE OR DIPLOMA)

BACHELOR DEGREE

IELTS

ARGENTINA

Título de Bachiller.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

BANGLADESH

Higher secondary certificate
(HSC) with grades of A-D or a min
GPA of 2.0.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required

BRAZIL

Certificado de Conclusão de
Ensino Fundamental with grades
of 5 and above.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

CANADA

Grade 11 at High School.

Grade 12 with a min of 65% in 5
subjects, or 5 “B’s”.

At least 3-years tertiary study
from a recognized institute with
English Language of instruction.

CHILE

Licencia de Educación Media or
Licencia de Enseñanza Media
with grades of 4 and above.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

CHINA

Secondary School Graduation
Certificate (倅͚ℂ͇䃮Γ), min
70%.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from a
recognised institution, or appropriate
National University Entrance
Examination (Gaokao (倅㔰).

IELTS required.

DENMARK

folkeskole class 10 with grades
12,10 and 7.

Evidence of Studentereksamen
- STX or The two-year Højere
Forberedelseseksamen (Higher
Preparatory Examination)(HF) or
Højere Handelseksamen – HHX or
Pass 1-year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

ENGLAND

General Certificate of Secondary
Education (GCSE) Ordinary levels
Grades A-C in 4 subjects.

General Certificate of Secondary
Education (GCSE) Advanced Levels
Grades A-C in 3 subjects.

At least 3-years tertiary study
from a recognized institute with
English Language of instruction.

FIJI

Form 6 students are awarded
the Fiji School Leaving Certificate
with grades A and B (65% and
above), including English and
Maths.

Fiji Form 7 (Fiji Seventh Form
Examination) with an average of 250
out of 400 (incl. a min of 50%
in English) OR 7 passes in USP
Foundation Studies with a “C” in
communication of South Pacific.
South Pacific Form Seven Certificate
(SPFSC) with a min of 3 B grades.

Normally don’t require IELTS
if student has passed the
appropriate level of schooling
with suitable subjects (eg at
least 250 points out of best four
subjects at Form 7, including
at least 50% in English). Some
exceptions include Nursing and
Education.

FRANCE/
NEW CALEDONIA

Baccalauréat diploma.

Baccalauréat diploma.

IELTS required.

GERMANY

Realschulabschluss /Mittlerer
Schulabschluss) grades 1 – 4.

Abitur of Zeugnis der Allgemeinen
Hochschulreife (High School of
General College Entrance).

IELTS required.

HONG KONG

Hong Kong Certificate in
Education (HKCEE) with grades
A-E.

Hong Kong Advanced Level
Examinations (HKALE) / 仆⍜倅㉇
⼸Ꮣᰰ㔰 with grades of A-C (or D in
maths/Science) Hong Kong Diploma
of Secondary Education (HKDSE) /
仆⍜͚Ⴅ᪴ᚾ Achieved a minimum
of three subjects at Level 4 or higher,
including English language. (HKDSE
replaced the HKCEE and HKALE)

IELTS required.

INDIA

Year 12 with at least a 55%
average in fur academic subjects
(including min 60% in English)
in CBSE, HSC, or IC boards or
equivalent in other boards.

Year 12 with at least a 70% average
in four academic subjects (including
min 60% in English) in CBSE, HSC, or
ISC, or equivalent in other boards, or
equivalent Diploma pass.

Year 10 + 12 English of 60% =
waive IELTS 5.5
Year 10 + 12 English of 65%
waive IELTS 6.0. IELTS will not be
waived for IELTS required for 6.5
and above.
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COUNTRY

PRE-DEGREE
(CERTIFICATE OR DIPLOMA)

BACHELOR DEGREE

IELTS

INDONESIA

The Ijazah - Sekolah
Menengah Atas/Kejuruan/Madrasah Aliyah/Madrasah Aliyah
Kejuruan( SMA/SMK/MA/MAK)
previously known as Surat Tanda
Tamat Belajar (STTB).

Pass 1 year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

JAPAN

Upper Secondary School Leaving
Certificate (高等学校卒業証書
Kōtō Gakkō Sotsugyō Shōmei
Sho) with grades of 2 and above.

Upper Secondary School Leaving
Certificate (高等学校卒業証書Kōtō
Gakkō Sotsugyō Shōmei Sho). With a
B average, Pass 1-year tertiary study
from a recognised intuition.

IELTS required

KENYA

Kenya Certificate of Secondary
Education (KCSE) with grades
A-C.

Pass 1 year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

MALAYSIA

Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM)
also known as the Malaysian
Certificate of Education. with
grades A+ - C, or Chinese unified
exam or subsidiary passes in
STPM.

Principal passes in Sijil Tinggi
Persekolahan Malaysia (STPM)
examinations with grades A-C or UEC
(Unified Examination Certificate)
with 18 points over 6 academic
subjects or Senior Middle Level with
an overall mark of at least 75%.

IELTS required.

MEXICO

Bachillerato with grades of 6 and
above.

Pass 1 year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

NEPAL

Higher Secondary Certificate or
Proficiency Certificate.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

NEW ZEALAND

National Certificate of
Educational Achievement (NCEA)
or equivalent. (See UNITEC
website for more information on
the credits required).

NCEA, Foundation Studies,
a certificate, a diploma or equivalent.
(See UNITEC website for more
information on the credits required).

At least 3-years tertiary study
from a recognized institute with
English Language of instruction.

NIGERIA

West African Senior School
Certificate with grades of 1-6,
or Senior School Certificate with
grades A1-C6.

Diploma from a Federal University.

IELTS required.

NORWAY

Videregående skole with grades
of 6 -3.

Vitnemål fra den videregående skole.

IELTS required.

OMAN

General Education Diploma (مولبد
)ماعلا ميلعتلا.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

PAKISTAN

Higher Secondary School
Certificate (HSC) with min 50%
grades (In order to be eligible
for university entry, all subjects
taken at the HSC/Intermediate
must be passed).

Pass 1 year tertiary study from a
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

Higher School Certificate.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution eg University
of the South Pacific.

IELTS required.

PHILIPPINES

Higher School Diploma plus
pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institute.

Pass 2-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

RUSSIA

Certificate of Secondary
General Education at grade 11
or Certificate of Unified State
Examination(USE), with grades
of 3 and above.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

SAMOA

Pacific Senior Secondary
Certificate with grades 1 - 5.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution e.g. University
of Samoa, University of the South
Pacific.

IELTS required.

SAUDI ARABIA

General Secondary Education
Certificate with minimum 60%

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution

IELTS required
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COUNTRY

PRE-DEGREE
(CERTIFICATE OR DIPLOMA)

BACHELOR DEGREE

IELTS

SINGAPORE

GCE O levels with grades 1 - 6.

GCE A levels with 3 x A-C grades.

IELTS required.

SOLOMON
ISLANDS

Pacific Senior Secondary
Certificate with grades of 1 – 5 or
Solomon Island School Certificate.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution, e.g.
University of the South Pacific.

IELTS required.

SOUTH AFRICA

National Senior Certificate (NSC).

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

At least 3-year tertiary study
from a recognized institute with
English Language of instruction.

SOUTH KOREA

Senior High School Leaving
Certificate (高級中學畢業證書).

Senior High School Leaving
Certificate(高級中學畢業證書) with min
75% average in academic subjects or
pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

SRI LANKA

GCE Ordinary Level examinations
(O levels) grades of A-C.

GCE Advanced Level examinations
(A levels) with three A-C grades.

IELTS required.

TAIWAN

Senior High School Leaving
Certificate (高級中學畢業證書).

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

THAILAND

Certificate of Secondary
Education (also known as Maw 6)
with a score of 50% or above.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution.

IELTS required.

TONGA

Pacific Senior Secondary
Certificate on completion with
grades of 1-5.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution, eg University
of the South Pacific or South Pacific
Form Seven Certificate.

IELTS required.

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

High School Diploma with C
average up to Grade 12 level.

High school diploma with C average
up to Grade 12 level plus SAT1 and
SAT2 score min 500/part, or
Advanced Placement Examination.

At least 3-year tertiary study
from a recognized institute with
English Language of instruction.

VANUATU

Pacific Senior Secondary Certificate
(PSSC) with grades 1 – 5.

Pass 1-year tertiary study from
recognised institution e.g. University
of the South Pacific, or NZ University
Entrance with aggregate of at least
250.

IELTS usually not required for
undergraduate study.

VIETNAM

Upper Secondary School
Graduation Diploma with grades
5 -10.

Pass 1 year tertiary study from
recognised institution or year 12
with a GPA of 8.0+.

IELTS required.
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APPLICATION
PROCESS
STEP 1.

STEP 5.

Apply for an academic programme

Apply for Visa and Insurance

There are two ways to apply to Unitec:

STUDENT VISA
You will need:

A.
B.

Apply Online. Please complete your application
at https://applynow.unitec.ac.nz/#/
Apply through an authorised agent by
looking them up at http://www.unitec.ac.nz/
international agents-and-representatives/
find-an-agent

You will need to provide some supporting
documents for the programme you wish to apply for.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Valid passport
Offer of place
Evidence of financial support for living expenses
and outward travel
Unitec receipt of your tuition payment
Medical or Chest X-ray certificates
Police certificates

For more information, please refer to
www.visas.unitec.ac.nz

INSURANCE

STEP 2.
Acknowledgment from Unitec

Step 1: Complete, sign and return the SCTI Insurance
Application form to insurance@unitec.ac.nz
Step 2: Pay the insurance premium

STEP 3.

For more information, please refer to
www.insurance.unitec.ac.nz

Confirmation of receipt and an
Offer of Place

Complete and return the insurance form to Unitec. Visit
http://www.unitec.ac.nz/international/how-toapply/departure-and-arrival/what-to-bring for more
information.

•
•

If some documents are missing, a Conditional Offer
of Place may be given.
If you meet the entrance criteria, you will receive
a full Offer of Place, which includes an invoice and
instructions on how to pay the tuition fees.

STEP 4.
Pay your tuition fees
The tuition fee payable is indicated on your Offer of Place
letter and instructions on how to pay your tuition and
other fees are also included. You can pay your fee when
your student visa is approved in principle.
Once payment is received, Unitec issues a fee receipt to
you or your agent and Immigration NZ to assist with the
visa application.

STEP 6.

Ready to Depart

STEP 7.
Attend Unitec Orientation
Make sure you attend the Unitec International
Orientation to meet new students and understand life on
campus. You will receive your student ID, timetable and
complete enrolment.
You will receive an invitation from the International Office
before the Unitec International Orientation.
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REFUND
POLICY FOR
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
As an international student you
may be entitled to a refund if
your visa is not granted, or under
certain circumstances if you
withdraw from your programme
of study, or transfer to another
institution.
For more information on our refund policy, please visit our
website here (can we not link straight to policy?) (http://
www.unitec.ac.nz/current-students/services-andfacilities/complaints-and-policies/unitec-policies)
and look under Admission, Enrolment and Fees Policy.
To request a refund please email international@unitec.ac.nz
and request a refund form. Please don’t forget to include your
student ID number and full name and include the correct
banking details.
Your refund will be paid directly into the bank account that
was nominated on the refund form.
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CROSS CREDIT
Instructions for Credit Recognition / Cross-credits form at Unitec

GUIDELINES FOR CREDIT
As per the Unitec Academic Statute, “cross-credit” means the award of credit in recognition of successful equivalent study at the
same or higher level, in the context of another programme and in accordance with the institution’s policy on credit recognition.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-credits awarded do not usually exceed 50% of the Unitec programme.
All cross-credits granted are provisional until approved by the Programme Committee.
The student will be formally advised of the Programme Committee’s decision in writing.
Cross-credits are only applicable to the programme for which they are approved; they cannot be reassigned to another
programme.
Unitec reserves the right to seek confirmation of the authenticity and accuracy of any documentation provided by other
tertiary institutions or referees.
Please apply at least two months before the semester begins; the assessment process may take longer than this in some
cases.
Credits approved more than two weeks after the semester begins will not affect your enrolment in that semester
(i.e. you will not be able to withdraw from courses or apply for a refund based on credits approved).

TO APPLY FOR CROSS-CREDITS, PLEASE:
Complete the Application for Credit Recognition / Cross-credits form (SAF005) in as much detail as possible.
Obtain detailed course descriptions / course outlines / syllabus in English from the previous institution for each course you
would like considered for cross-credits; ideally this will be in pdf format.
3. If you have not already supplied notarised copies of the transcript and completion certificate, please attach these:
•
“Notarised” means you must provide a copy of each document certified by a Justice of the Peace, solicitor or
authorised Unitec agent with the following statement “I have sighted the original of this document and confirm
that this is a true copy”.
•
Alternatively, you may provide the original documents in person to Unitec International for copying and verification
on-site.
4. Return all items to Unitec International at:
•
international.applications@unitec.ac.nz

1.
2.

•
•

Unitec International, Private Bag 92025, Victoria Street West, Auckland 1142, NZ
Unitec International, 139 Carrington Road, Mt Albert, Auckland 1025, NZ

There is no fee for cross-credit assessment.
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CROSS CREDIT FORM
Application for Credit Recognition/Cross-credits from study at Unitec or other Tertiary Institutions in New Zealand or Overseas.
Complete a separate form for each qualification studied or institution attended. You can download additional forms from
www.unitec.ac.nz/studentforms.

Unitec programme
(for which you wish
to gain cross-credits)

Semester & year you will
start this programme

Family (or last) name

This is page
number
(e.g. 2 of 5)

of

First names

Unitec ID number

Date of birth

Telephone number

Address
Institution attended
(e.g. OpenPoly)

Location
(e.g. Cairo, Egypt)

Year
Subject / Paper / Course Passed
Course
(e.g. MATH 101 or Unit Standard
Completed
4512) If all NZQA credits, please just
attach record of learning

Grade
(e.g. C+)

Credits/
Points

Cross-credit
sought at Unitec

(e.g. 15
credits)

(e.g. MATH 7301)

Qualification studied
(e.g. DipAgSci)
OFFICE USE ONLY
Accept/ Decline

Course No.

(please circle)

(Subject &
Catalog – e.g.
ALAF 7101)

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Accept

Decline

Credits

Approved

Declaration by applicant: I hereby confirm that all information given on this form, and the attached documents,
is complete and correct. I agree that Unitec may validate this information with the institutions I have attended.

Signed

OFFICE
USE
ONLY

Date
Payment, Regs &
Docs checked by

Date

Notes

Signed by Prog Leader
as ready for Prog
Cttee minutes:

Date

Tick if NZQA Unit Standard
or Enrolment change
details attached

Entered
by

Enrolments
amended by

Checked against Prog
Cttee minutes by
(name & signature)

Date
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PRE DEPARTURE
CHECKLIST
Before you depart, make sure you
have the following:
DOCUMENTS
Photocopies of the front page and visa page of
your passport (leave extra copies with
a family member)
Offer of Place from Unitec
Originals and certified copies of your previous
academic transcripts
Receipt of payment of tuition fees/
accommodation/visa
Work and personal references for finding work
and housing
A letter of financial guarantee from your
sponsor if you are a scholarship student
Valid passport stamped with your student visa
Pack all important documents in your carry on
luggage
Medical records, glasses and medication
prescriptions and immunisation documents
(if needed)

OTHER ITEMS
Clothes for all seasons. Clothing is available to
buy at reasonable prices in New Zealand
Credit cards and New Zealand cash - at least
NZ$200 for use on arrival
A laptop or computer
Worldwide electrical plug or adaptor for New
Zealand (or you can purchase in New Zealand)
Unitec International Office emergency contact
number:+64 9 815 4321 (9am- 5pm)
OR +64 21 829 510 (After Hours)
Contact details of your country’s embassy in
New Zealand
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2017
CALENDAR
JAN
MONDAY 9
Summer Semester resumes

MONDAY 30
Auckland Anniversary Day

OCT
MONDAY 2 - FRIDAY 13
Semester break

MONDAY 16
Semester 2 resumes

MONDAY 27

FEB

Labour Day

MONDAY 6

NOV

Waitangi Day (Public Holiday)

WEDNESDAY 22
Semester 1 - International Orientation Day

MONDAY 27

MONDAY 6 - FRIDAY 10
Study week

MONDAY 12 - FRIDAY 24

Semester 1 begins

Exam week

APR

Semester 2 ends

FRIDAY 24

MONDAY 14 - TUESDAY 18
Easter break

MONDAY 17 - FRIDAY 28
Mid-Semester break

TUESDAY 25

UNITEC
GRADING SYSTEM

Anzac Day (Public Holiday)

MAY

Competency Based Assessment System

MONDAY 1

M = Merit Pass / Credits Earned

Semester 1 resume

JUN

P = Pass Credits / Earned
NC = Not Yet Completed / NO Credits Earned

MONDAY 5
Queen's Birthday (Public Holiday)

FRIDAY 12 - FRIDAY 16

Achievement Based Assessment System

Study week

A+

90-100%

Pass

A

85-89%

Pass

FRIDAY 30

A-

80-84%

Pass

Semester 1 ends

B+

75-79%

Pass

JUL

B

70-74%

Pass

B-

65-69%

Pass

C+

60-64%

Pass

C

55-59%

Pass

C-

50-54%

Pass

D

40-49%

Fail

E

0-39%

Fail

MONDAY 19 - FRIDAY 30
Exam weeks

MONDAY 3 - FRIDAY 21
Semester break

WEDNESDAY 19
Semester 2 - International Orientation Day

OUR CAMPUS
UNITEC MT. ALBERT CAMPUS IS
SET IN 55 HECTARES OF LAWNS,
TREES AND GARDENS AND IS
ONLY 10 MINUTES DRIVE FROM
THE CITY CENTRE.

phone 0800 10 95 10
Fax +64 9 815 2905
Web www.international.unitec.ac.nz
Address Private Bag 92025
Victoria St West
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
Mt Albert Campus
139 Carrington Road
Mt Albert
Auckland 1025
Waitakere Campus
5-7 Ratanui St
Henderson
Auckland 0612

